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PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff First American Commerce Company, a Utah 
general partnership of which W. Claude Smith, Francis H. 
Suitter, James R. Dickson, Jr., Sam D. Battistone are 
partners. Westam Properties, a Utah general partnership, is 
one of the general partners of First America Commerce Company 
but is not named as a party herein. 
2. Plaintiffs W. Claude Smith, Francis H. Suitter, 
J, Renee Suitter, James R. Dickson, Jr., Sam D. Battistone, 
Carla Nan Battistone, Merrill Turnbow, Kurt Larsen, Sandra Lynn 
Larsen, Glenn A. Powell and Carol A. Powell are individual 
accommodation makers of the Deed of Trust Note with limited 
liability. 
Hereinafter, plaintiffs will be collectively referred to as 
"First American." 
3. Defendant Washington Mutual Savings Bank (hereinafter 
"Washington Mutual"), the assignee of the Deed of Trust Note, 
Deed of Trust with Assignment of Rents (Security Agreement 
included) and other loan documents. 
4. Defendant First Security Realty Services Corporation, 
the assignor of the Deed of Trust Note, Deed of Trust with 
Assignment of Rents (Security Agreement included) and other 
loan documents. 
Subsequent to the acts giving rise to this lawsuit, First 
Security Realty Services Corporation changed its name to 
Crossland Mortgage Company. For purposes of this appeal, the 
company will still be referred to as "First Security." 
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
1. Did the assignment of a promissory note and deed of 
trust from First Security to Washington Mutual absolve First 
Security of its duties and obligations as "holder" of the Note 
and as "beneficiary" of the Deed of Trust? 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case 
This is an interlocutory appeal from an order of The Third 
Judicial District Court of Salt Lake County, State of Utah, 
dismissing all claims against defendant First Security except a 
misrepresentation claim. 
Course of Proceedings Below 
On March 12, 1986, First American commenced the instant 
action against First Security and Washington Mutual setting 
forth seven causes of action arising from a loan transaction 
between the parties, whereunder First Security was the lender 
and First American was the borrower. Upon closing the trans-
action, First Security assigned its interest in the loan 
documents to Washington Mutual. 
First Security moved the district court to dismiss the 
complaint against it on the ground that, by reason of its 
assignment of its interest in the loan to Washington Mutual, it 
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had no further obligation or liability with regard to the 
transaction. 
By order dated July 9, 1986, the district court granted 
First Security's motion to dismiss except as to a claim for 
misrepresentation. 
On July 29, 1986, First American filed a Petition for 
Review with this court seeking permission to take an inter-
locutory appeal from the district court's order. 
On September 2, 1986, this court granted First American's 
petition. 
Statement of Facts 
Plaintiff First American Commerce Company is the owner of a 
commercial building and parking facility commonly known as The 
First Commerce Building (the "Building") located at 175 West 
200 South, Salt Lake City, Utah. The Building consists of an 
office building complex of approximately 64,371 square feet net 
rentable area and an on-site parking structure for 306 cars. 
The parking structure provides parking to the general public as 
well as to the tenants of the building. 
On August 29, 1984, defendant First Security made a loan to 
First American in the principal amount of $5,700,000, secured 
by the Building. R. 51, 129. The loan was evidenced by a Deed 
of Trust Note (a copy of which is attached hereto as Appendix 
A) and was secured, without limitation, by a Deed of Trust with 
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Assignment of Rents (Security Agreement Included) (a copy of 
which is attached hereto as Appendix B), and assignment of 
leases and rents, and the appropriate UCC filings (herein 
sometimes collectively referred to as "Loan Documents"). First 
Security was the original "holder" of the Deed of Trust Note, 
R. 133, and the original "Beneficiary" of the Deed of Trust 
with Assignment of Rents ("Deed of Trust"). R. 149. 
By assignment of loan dated August 29, 1984, First Security 
transferred and assigned all of its interest in the loan docu-
ments to Washington Mutual. R. 22. Although First American 
was aware of and consented to the assignment, it at no time 
released First Security from its obligations and duties under 
the loan documents, nor did plaintiffs enter into a novation of 
any of the loan documents. R. 129. 
Section 1.02 of the Deed of Trust prohibits First American 
from improving or altering the Building without the prior 
written consent of the Beneficiary, which consent is not to be 
unreasonably withheld. R. 152. Section 6.01 of the Deed of 
Trust also prohibits First American from leasing space in the 
Building without the prior written consent of the Beneficiary, 
which consent was not to be unreasonably withheld. R. 175, 176. 
In December 1985, First American made a request to First 
Security and Washington Mutual for their approval of a lease 
for a restaurant on the first floor of the Building. First 
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Security and Washington Mutual failed to give consent to the 
lease, or even to inform First American whether they disap-
proved of the lease, and consequently, the proposed lease was 
lost, resulting in substantial injury and damage to First 
American. R. 130, 131. 
Under Section 12 of the Deed of Trust Note, First Security 
was to place a portion of the loan proceeds in a holdback 
account to be released to First American upon the completion of 
certain tenant improvements. R. 138. Upon completion of the 
requisite tenant improvements, First American made written and 
oral requests to First Security to release the funds from the 
holdback account. First Security refused to do so, resulting 
in injury and damage to plaintiffs. R. 130. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
A party to a contract cannot, by an assignment of the 
contract, relieve itself of its obligations thereunder, even 
when the contract is expressly made assignable and the other 
party consents thereto, unless the other party either releases 
the first party from its obligations or otherwise executes a 
novation of the contract. 
Upon execution of the Deed of Trust Note and Deed of Trust, 
First Security became obligated to First American pursuant to 
the terms of the loan documents. After the assignment of the 
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loan documents from First Security to Washington Mutual, 
Washington Mutual became the holder of the note and the bene-
ficiary under the Deed of Trust and thereby also became obli-
gated to First American pursuant to the terms of the loan 
documents. First American never released First Security from 
its obligations under the loan documents, nor was there a 
novation of any of the documents which released First Security 
from its obligations. Therefore, First Security remains liable 
for any damages to First American caused by the failure of 
Washington Mutual and First Security to perform their obliga-
tions under the loan documents. The trial court's judgment 
dismissing First Security from the action should be reversed. 
ARGUMENT 
AS ORIGINAL OBLIGOR UNDER THE LOAN DOCU-
MENTS, FIRST SECURITY REMAINED OBLIGATED TO 
FIRST AMERICAN EVEN AFTER THE ASSIGNMENT TO 
WASHINGTON MUTUAL. 
On March 12, 1986, First American filed this action against 
Washington Mutual and First Security claiming damages for the 
above-described breaches of the obligations under the loan 
documents. On or about April 18, 1986, First Security filed a 
motion to dismiss the complaint against it on the basis that 
the assignment from First Security to Washington Mutual 
absolved First Security of any obligation or duty under the 
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loan documents. A hearing was held on First Security's motion 
to dismiss on May 30, 1986. The court treated the motion as a 
motion for summary judgment, pursuant to Rule 56, Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure. After hearing argument from counsel, the 
court granted summary judgment in favor of First Security, 
except as to First American's misrepresentation claim. In 
reviewing the record on this appeal from summary judgment, this 
Court must treat the evidence First American submitted to the 
district court as the only credible evidence and affirm the 
summary judgment only if no issues of fact which could affect 
the outcome can be discerned. Blodgett v. Martsch, 590 P.2d 
298, 300 (Utah 1978). On that evidence, the district court's 
order should be reversed. 
A. The Assignment Of Its Rights Under The Loan Documents 
To Washington Mutual Did Not Relieve First Security Of 
Its Contractual Obligations To First American. 
It is a well-established rule that a party to a contract 
cannot relieve itself of its obligations under the contract 
merely by assigning the contract to a third person. Cuchine v. 
H. 0. Bell, Inc., 682 P.2d 723, 725 (Mont. 1984). 6 Am. Jur. 
2d Assignments § 110 (1962). Also, under generally accepted 
contract law, a party's assumption of a contract does not 
vitiate the continuing liability of the party from whom the 
contract rights and obligations are assumed. Mt. Wheeler 
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Power, Inc. v. Gallagher, 653 P.2d 1212, 1214 (Nev. 1982). 
Stated another way: 
It is elementary that a contracting party cannot, by 
an assignment of the contract, relieve himself of his 
obligations thereunder, even where the contract is 
expressly made assignable and contains a provision 
that it is binding on the assignee of a party. Accord-
ingly, except where a party to the contract expressly 
agrees to accept the responsibility of the other 
party's assignee in the stead and place of that 
assignor, making a new contract by way of novation, 
the assignor remains bound by his obligations under 
the contract and is liable if the assignee defaults. 
See, 4 Corbin on Contracts, Assignment, § 866, p. 452; 
Calamari and Perillo, Contracts, § 277, p. 430 (1970); 
6 Am. Jur. 2d Assignments, § 110, p. 293; 6A C.J.S. 
Assignments, § 97, p. 753, and cases cited therein. 
Smith v. Wrehe, 261 N.W.2d 620, 625 (Neb. 1978). See also, 
D. A. Taylor Co. v. Paulson, 552 P.2d 1274 (Utah 1976). 
In Contemporary Mission, Inc. v. Famous Music Corp., 557 
F.2d 918 (2nd Cir. 1977), it is noted: 
Perhaps more frequently than is the case with any 
other terms of art, lawyers seem prone to use the word 
"assignment" inartfully, frequently intending to 
encompass within the term the distinct [concept] of 
delegation. . . . An assignment involves the transfer 
of rights. A delegation involves the appointment of 
another to perform one's duties. 
* * * 
It is true, of course, as a general rule, that when 
rights are assigned, the assignor's interest in the 
rights assigned comes to an end. When duties are 
delegated, however, the deleganfs obligation does not 
end. 
One who owes money or is bound to any performance 
whatever, cannot by any act of his own, or by any act 
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in agreement with any other person, except his credi-
tor, divest himself of the duty and substitute the 
duty of another. MNo one can assign his liabilities 
under a contract without the consent of the party to 
whom he is liable." 
This is sufficiently obvious when attention is 
called to it, for otherwise obligors would find an 
easy practical way of escaping their obliga-
tions. . . . This is not to say that one may not 
delegate his obligations. In fact, most obligations 
can be delegated - as long as performance by the 
delegate will not vary materially from performance by 
the delegant. The act of delegation, however, does 
not relieve the delegant of the ultimate responsibil-
ity to see that the obligation is performed. If the 
delegate fails to perform, the delegant remains liable. 
Id. at 924 (citations omitted). 
In the case at bar, the only way the trial court's ruling 
could be correct is if (1) the documents executed between First 
Security and First American imposed no obligations or duties on 
First Security or, (2) if there were obligations owed to First 
American by First Security, First American released First 
Security from said obligations or entered into a novation of 
the loan documents which released First American from its 
obligations. The record indicates neither of these situations 
existed. 
First, it is undisputed that, at the time the loan docu-
ments were executed, First Security was both the holder of the 
note and the beneficiary under the Deed of Trust, R. 133, 149, 
and both the note and deed expressly bind First Security, a 
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party to the transaction. Therefore, First Security had the 
obligation under Sections 1.02 and 6.02 of the Deed of Trust 
not to unreasonably withhold consent to leases and building 
improvements and alterations. First Security also had the duty 
under Section 12 of the Deed of Trust Note to release funds for 
tenant improvements upon certain conditions. The record below 
indicates that First Security breached both of those duties. 
R. 129, 130, 131. 
Second, it is undisputed that First American neither 
released First Security from the obligations nor did it enter 
into a novation. R. 129. In this regard, the affidavit of 
Merrill Turnbow, a general partner of First American, states: 
Although plaintiff First American Commerce 
Company was aware that First Security made an assign-
ment with respect to the subject loan to Washington 
Mutual, neither First American Commerce Company nor 
any other plaintiff agreed to release First Security 
from any of its obligations under the loan documents, 
nor did any of them enter into a novation of any of 
the loan documents. At all times plaintiffs have 
considered, and still do consider, First Security to 
be the lender on the subject loan and to be fully 
responsible to meet all of its obligations stated in 
the loan documents. 
R. 129. There was no evidence to the contrary. 
Thus, it is clear that there was no novation of any of the 
loan documents nor was there a release of First Security from 
its obligations by First American. Accordingly, First Security 
remains liable for any breaches of the loan documents following 
the assignment to First Security. 
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B. First Security's Argument That It Cannot Be Held 
Liable Because It Was Not The "Beneficiary" Or The 
"Holder" Following The Assignment Is Without Merit. 
First Security argued, and the district court agreed, that 
First Security could not be held liable for breaches of the 
loan documents following the assignment to Washington Mutual 
because the duty of consent belongs to the "beneficiary" under 
the Deed of Trust and the duty to release tenant improvement 
funds belongs to the "holder" under the Note. First Security 
argued that since Section 1.17 of the Deed of Trust defines the 
"Beneficiary" to mean "the owner and holder of the Note, 
whether or not named herein," it was relieved of all duties as 
Beneficiary upon its assignment of the loan documents to 
Washington Mutual. This argument, however, is contrary to 
fundamental contract principles. As was stated in Missouri 
Pacific R.R. Co. v. Rental Storage & Transit Co., 524 S.W.2d 
898 (Mo. Ct. App. 1975), wherein the defendant argued that by 
assigning its rights and delegating its duties under an agree-
ment with the plaintiff, it divested itself of its duties: 
It would be fortunate for many of us, overburdened 
with obligations, if such were the law. It is, how-
ever, one of the most elementary principles of the law 
of contracts that neither a delegation of performance 
by an obligor, nor a contract with the obligor by the 
person to whom the performance is delegated to assume 
the obligor's duty, extinguishes that duty or prevents 
recovery of damages from the obligor if the duty is 
not performed. 
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Id. at 906. Hence, although Washington Mutual became the 
holder of the note and the beneficiary under the Deed of Trust 
following the assignment from First Security, First Security 
remained liable following the assignment for any failure to 
perform the duties of the holder and Beneficiary under the loan 
documents. 
Indeed, the loan documents themselves expressly contemplate 
that the obligations of the original parties thereto are 
continuing. Section 15(b) of the Deed of Trust Note states: 
The terms of this Note apply to, inure to the 
benefit of, and bind all parties hereto, their heirs, 
legatees, devisees, administrators, executors, succes-
sors, and permitted assigns. (Emphasis added.) 
R. 142. 
Section 1.17 of the Deed of Trust states: 
. . . this Deed of Trust applies to, inures to the 
benefit of and binds all parties hereto, their heirs, 
legatees, devisees, administrators, executors, succes-
sors and assigns. The term "Beneficiary" shall mean 
the owner and holder of the Note, whether or not named 
as Beneficiary herein. (Emphasis added.) R. 162. 
By their own terms, therefore, the loan documents bind 
First Security to continue to perform its duties thereunder. 
Accordingly, First Security remains liable for any failure of 
Washington Mutual to perform and the district court erred in 
dismissing First Security from the action. The district 
court's order of summary judgment should be reversed. 
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CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above, appellants request this court 
to reverse the district court's summary judgment order and 
remand the matter to the district court for further proceedings, 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this l*?tk- day of December, 1986. 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
BY \Vhk~. \r''^XiUxjA^ 
S' teMen J . H i l l Z>^ v 
Ryait'E. Tibbitts" 
Attorneys for Appellants 
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APPENDIX A 
COW - NOT N£4or/A6L£ 
DEED OF TRUST NOTE 
700,000 (U.S.) Salt Lake City , Utah 
August 29 198_4 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, in installments and at the time herein-
after stated, MERRILL TURNBOW, KURT LARSEN, SANDRA LYNN 
LARSEN, GLENN R. POWELL, CAROL A. POWELL, W. CLAUDE 
SMITH, FRANCIS H. SUITTER, J, RENEE SUITTER, JAMES R. 
DICKSON, JR., SAM D. BATTISTONE, CARLA NAN BATTISTONE, 
and FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, a Utah general partnership 
(the general partners of which are W. Claude Smith, Francis H. 
Suitter, James R. Dickson, Jr., Sam D. Battistone and Westam 
Properties, a Utah general partnership) (individually and col-
lectively referred to herein as "Maker" or "Makers"), jointly and 
severally, promise to pay to the order of FIRST SECURITY REALTY 
SERVICES, INC., a Utah corporation, ("First Security") at its 
offices at 381 East Broadway, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111, or at 
such other place as the holder of this Note (hereinafter, 
"holder") may from time to time designate in writing, the sum of 
FIVE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,700,000), in law-
ful money of the United States of America, with interest on the 
unpaid principal balance from time to time outstanding hereunder 
at the rates set forth below, computed on monthly balances. 
Interest shall be computed on the basis of a 360-day year and 
twelve 30-day months, except that interest for any partial calen-
dar month at the beginning or end of the term of this Note shall 
be computed on the basis of a 365 or 366-day year and the actual 
number of days in that month. 
SECTION 1. Initial Interest Rate. 
The per annum interest rate hereunder (the "Note Rate") shall 
initially be « percent Q.2.95%). The Note Rate is subject 
to adjustment as provided below. 
SECTION 2. Interest Rate Adjustments. 
The Note Rate shall be adjusted monthly, beginning on 
September 1, 1984 to a rate two percent (2%) per annum above the 
then-applicable "Index Rate" (as hereinafter defined), provided 
that except as provided in Sections 10 and 14 below, the inter-
est rate payable hereunder will never be greater than eighteen 
perce.it (18%) per annum or less than ten percent (10%) per 
annum. The dates upon which the Note Rate is to be adjusted as 
provided in this Section 2 are referred to herein as "Interest 
Adjustment Dfctes." 
For purposes of this Note, the "Index Rate" shall be the 
average of the coupon equivalent yields (as published in the 
Wall Street Journal) for 13-week United States Treasury Bills at 
*Twelve and nineiy iive hundredths cU\0'J^3 
the four auctions immediately preceding the applicable Interest 
Adjustment Date. In the event this index is no longer available, 
holder may select, in its discretion, an alternative index that 
will result in a comparable Note Rate. 
SECTION 3. Monthly Payments. 
Without regard to the rate at which interest is accruing 
hereunder, Maker shall make monthly payments to holder in the 
following amounts (the "Monthly Payment Amount") unless a larger 
monthly payment is required by Section 6 below: 
(a) Payments in an amount sufficient to fully repay 
the original principal balance of this Note ($5,700,000) together 
with interest at the rate of Eleven and Three-Quarter percent 
(11-3/4%) per annum, by the date which is Three Hundred Sixty 
(360) months from the first day of the first full calendar month 
after the date of this Note in substantially equal installments 
shall be due and payable monthly beginning on October 1, 1984and 
on the same day of each and every calendar month thereafter 
through and including September 1, 1987 . The Monthly Payment 
Amount for this period will be Fifty Seven Thousand Five Hundred Thirty-Six 
Dollars ($57,536.75 ). and 75/100 
(b) Payments in an amount sufficient to fully repay the 
unpaid principal balance of this Note following the last payment 
under paragraph (a) above, together with interest at the rate 
of Twelve and One-Half Percent (12-1/2%) per annum, by the date 
which is Three Hundred Sixty (360) months from the first day of 
the first full calendar month after the date of this Note in sub-
stantially equal installments shall be due and payable monthly 
beginning on nr+rfr*>r 1
 f i QR7 and on the same day of 
each and every calendar month thereafter through and including 
September 1, 1990
 ; and 
(c) Payments in an amount sufficient to fully repay the 
unpaid principal balance of this Note following the last payment 
under paragraph (b) above, together with interest at the rate of 
Thirteen and One-Quarter Percent (13-1/4%) per annum, by the date 
which is Three Hundred Sixty (360) months from the first day of 
the first full calendar month after the date of this Note in sub-
stantially equal installments shall be due and payable monthly 
beginning on October 1, 1990 and on the same day of each and 
every calendar month thereafter through and including September 1, 1994. 
SECTION 4. Maturity. 
Unless sooner repaid by Maker, the entire unpaid principal 
balance of this Note, plus all accrued but unpaid interest, and 
all other amounts owing hereunder or under any of the Security 
2 
r(\(Yl3A 
Documents (as hereinafter defined) shall be due and payable in 
full on September 1, 1994 (the "Maturity Date"). 
SECTION 5. Application of Payments, 
Each of the foregoing payments shall be applied: (i) first, 
to the payment of accrued interest; (ii) second, at the option of 
holder, to the payment of any advances holder may have made for 
taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, or other charges on any 
property given as security for this Note and any late charges due 
hereunder; and (iii) third, to the reduction of the principal 
balance of this Note. 
SECTION 6. Option to Defer Interest. 
Except as provided in the immediately succeeding paragraph, 
if, on any Monthly Payment Date, the interest which has accrued 
hereunder since the date of the last monthly payment by Maker 
exceeds the then-applicable Monthly Payment Amount, Maker may 
either: (i) pay the full amount of the interest which has 
accrued hereunder since the date of the last monthly payment 
by Maker; or (ii) pay only the Monthly Payment Amount, in which 
event the excess of the interest which has accrued hereunder 
since the date of the last monthly payment by Maker over the 
then-applicable Monthly Payment Amount shall be added to the 
unpaid principal balance of this Note as of the applicable 
Monthly Payment Date and shall thereafter itself bear interest 
at the full Note Rate. 
The foregoing option to defer interest shall cease to be 
available to Maker at such time, if any, as deferral and addition 
of unpaid interest to principal in accordance with the provisions 
of the immediately preceding paragraph would cause the unpaid 
principal balance of this Note to exceed Six Million Three Hundred Seventy-Five 
Dollars ($6,375,000 ), unless Maker has provided holder a full MAI 
appraisal, in form and substance acceptable to holder, showing a 
value for the real property which secures repayment of this Note 
of at least One Hundred Twenty percent (120%) of the then-unpaid 
balance of this Note. In the event the maximum interest accrual 
is reached, and Maker satisfies the appraisal requirement, Maker 
shall continue to be entitled to defer interest as provided in 
the immediately preceding paragraph, provided that Maker there-
after provides holder with an MAI letter appraisal, in form and 
substance acceptable to holder, on an annual basis. If the 
unpaid balance of this Note ever again reaches Eighty-five per-
cent (85%) of the value established by the most recent full MAI 
appraisal or MAI letter appraisal furnished to holder pursuant to 
this Section 6, Maker may retain its eligibility to defer inter-
est by providing holder another full MAI appraisal, in form and 
substance acceptable to holder# showing a value for said property 
of at least One Hundred Twenty Percent (120%) of the then-unpaid 
balance of this Note. 
All appraisals required to be furnished pursuant to this 
Section 6 shall be at the sole expense of Maker. 
SECTION 7. Prepayment. 
Maker may, upon thirty (30) days prior written notice to 
holder, prepay its obligation under this Note in full (but not 
in part) on any Monthly Payment Date# but only upon payment of 
a premium of One Percent (1%) of the unpaid principal balance of 
this Note at the time of prepayment. 
SECTION 8. Late Charge. 
In the event that any amount payable hereunder (except the 
final payment due at maturity) shall not be made within Ten (10) 
days after the due date thereof, a late charge of Five Cents 
($.05) for each Dollar ($1.00) so overdue may be charged by 
holder for the purpose of defraying the expense incident to 
handling such delinquent payments. Such late charge represents 
the reasonable estimate of holder and Maker of a fair average 
compensation for the loss that may be sustained by holder due to 
the failure of Maker to make timely payments. Such late charge 
shall be paid without prejudice to the right of holder to collect 
any other amounts provided to be paid or to declare a default 
hereunder or under the Security Documents on account of the over-
due payment. 
SECTION 9. Security. 
This Note is secured by a deed of trust with assignment .of 
rents (security agreement included) and an assignment of leases 
and rents, both dated August 29, 1984 and executed by First 
American Commerce Company, a Utah general partnership (collec-
tively the "Security Documents"), which Security Documents 
encumber certain property located in Salt Lake County, Utah (the 
"Property"), more particularly described therein. Reference is 
made to the deed of trust referred to above as to the right of 
the holder to accelerate the maturity of this Note upon a sale, 
transfer or further encumbrance of the Property or a change in 
the composition of the trustor thereunder. 
SECTION 10. Default; Remedies. 
If default be made in the payment of any amount required to 
be paid hereunder when due or in the keeping of any covenant of 
the Security Documents, and upon the expiration of the applicable 
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grace period, if any, referred to below, all of the unpaid prin-
cipal balance of this Note, together with the interest which has 
accrued thereon, and all other amounts owing hereunder or under 
any of the Security Documents shall, at the option of holder and 
upon notice to Maker, become immediately due and payable, and 
following such acceleration, all such amounts shall thereafter 
bear interest at the "Default Rate91 (as defined below). 
As used herein, the "Default Rate91 shall be a variable rate, 
initially determined as of the date of acceleration and there-
after adjusted on the first day of each calendar month, equal to 
the higher of: (i) Twenty percent (20%) per annum; or (ii) Six 
percent (6%) per annum above the Index Rate in effect on the date 
of the initial determination or adjustment, said Default Rate to 
be applicable both before and after judgment. 
Failure of holder to exercise any right permitted hereunder 
or under any of the Security Documents in the event of a default 
by Maker shall not waive the right to exercise the same in the 
event of any subsequent default. 
In the event that suit be brought hereon, or an attorney be 
employed or expenses be incurred to compel payment of this Note 
or any portion of the indebtedness evidenced hereby, the under-
signed promise to pay all such expenses and attorneys9 fees, 
including fees on appeal. 
SECTION 11. Notice of and Opportunity to Cure Defaults. 
Any provision of this instrument or any of the Security Docu-
ments seemingly to the contrary notwithstanding, holder agrees 
not to exercise any of the remedies for default permitted here-
under or under any of the Security Documents unless and until: 
(a) If the default consists of the violation of a 
covenant to pay money, holder has given Maker at least Thirty 
(30) days written notice of such default and such default has not 
been cured within such Thirty (30) day period; or 
(b) If the default consists of a violation of any pro-
vision of this Note or the Security Documents other than a 
covenant to pay money, holder has given Maker at least Ninety 
(90) days written notice of such default and such default has not 
been cured within such Ninety (90) day period, provided that no 
such notice need be given under circumstances where holder deter-
mines, in reasonable discretion, that the default is not curable 
and/or immediate action is needed to protect holder9s security. 
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Nothing contained in this Section 11 shall be construed as 
imposing any obligation on holder other than to postpone the 
exercise of its remedies for default until the expiration of the 
applicable grace period, if any, specified herein. Failure to 
give notice and opportunity to cure defaults in the manner herein 
provided shall not in any way invalidate or prohibit holder from 
exercising any of the remedies for default permitted hereunder 
or under any of the Security Documents (other than to prohibit 
holder from proceeding further until any required notices have 
been given and the applicable grace period, if any, for the cur-
ing of such default has expired), or give rise to liability for 
damages suffered by Maker or any other party on account of such 
failure. 
The provisions of subparagraph (a) of this Section 11 shall 
not affect Maker9s liability for late charges under Section 11 
with respect to any payment which is more than ten (10) days past 
due. 
SECTION 12. Holdback Account. 
Borrower acknowledges that on the date hereof, First Security 
has disbursed the sum of Five Million Seven Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($5,700,000) to or for the account of Maker. Pursuant to 
Maker9s loan commitment fromF^rst Security dated June 26, 1984, 
Seventy Eight Thousand One Hundred/^D^Wars ($78,120.00 ) of such amount 
has been deposited in an escrow account (the "Holdback Account") 
of holder1s selection and in the sole name of holder. 
Funds in the Holdback Account shall be invested in invest-
ments selected by Maker and approved by holder in their reason-
able discretion, all such investments to be in the sole name 
of holder. The funds and/or assets in the Holdback Account, 
together with the income therefrom, shall be held by holder as 
additional security for this Note. The income from the Holdback 
Account shall be paid to Maker monthly, provided Maker is not in 
default hereunder or under any of the Security Documents, and no 
event is then existing which would through passage of time, the 
giving of notice, or the expiration of a period of grace, 
constitute such a default. 
Provided such funds and/or assets have not been sooner 
applied toward reduction of the unpaid balance of this Note as 
provided below, the funds and/or assets in the Holdback Account 
shall be disbursed to Maker in accordance with the following 
schedule: 
(a) The sum of Twenty Six Thousand Forty 
Dollars ($ 26.040.00 ) shall be disbursed to Maker as such time 
as Maker has completed tenant improvement work on 55,944 
^
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square feet ( 87 %) of the net rentable area in the building 
which is a part of the Property (the "Building"); 
(b) The sum of Twenty Six Thousand Forty 
Dollars ($26,040.00 ) shall be disbursed to Maker at such time as 
Maker has completed tenant improvement work on 58,548 square 
feet ( 91 %) of the net rentable area in the Building; and 
(c) The remaining funds and/or assets in the Holdback 
Account shall be disbursed to Maker at such time as Maker has 
completed tenant improvement work on Sixty-One Thousand One 
Hundred Fifty-Two (61,152) square feet of the net rentable area 
in the Building. 
To qualify for a disbursement under subparagraphs (a) through 
(c) above, all of the following conditions must be satisfied in 
full: (i) the space with respect to which the disbursement is 
being made must have been finished to a standard equal to or 
better than the tenant improvement work existing as of the date 
of this Note in Suite No. 2008 of the Building, which is 
presently being leased to Travel Trade School ; 
(ii) all requisite permits and certificates of occupancy for said 
space must have been obtained and the space must be in "move-in" 
condition; and (iii) holder must be in receipt of evidence sat-
isfactory to holder that all contractors and materialmen involved 
in the tenant improvement work with respect to said space have 
been paid in full. In this regard, holder shall be entitled to 
receive, at Maker's expense, an update or indorsement to its 
existing mortgagee's policy of title insurance in connection with 
each disbursement showing no liens or encumbrances on the Prop-
erty other than those which were permissible exceptions to title 
at the time of initial funding of the loan evidenced hereby, and 
insuring against any unrecorded mechanic's or materialmen's liens 
existing at the time of the disbursement. 
Maker agrees that notwithstanding the creation of the Hold-
back Account, interest shall accrue and be payable by Maker on 
the full face amount of this Note and amounts added to principal 
subsequent to execution hereof at the times and at the rate or 
rates set forth herein. Maker further agrees that all funds 
and/or assets in the Holdback Account shall be the property of 
holder until Maker shall be entitled to disbursement thereof in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section 12 and in the 
event of a default hereunder or under any of the Security Docu-
ments, and after the expiration of the applicable grace period, 
if any, for the curing of such default specified in Section 11, 
holder shall, without waiving any other right or remedy to which 
holder may be entitled to on account of such default, be entitled 
to apply all funds and/or assets in the Holdback Account, together 
with so much of the income therefrom as has not been previously 
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disbursed to Maker, toward reduction of the unpaid balance of 
this Note. 
SECTION 13. Limitation on Liability 
Each person or entity who signs this Note as Maker shall 
be jointly and severally liable for the payment of the entire 
indebtedness evidenced hereby and the full performance of each 
and every other obligation contained herein or in any of the 
Security Documents, subject, however, to the following: 
Any other provision of this Note or any of the Security Docu-
ments seemingly to the contrary notwithstanding, it is understood 
and agreed that except as provided in this Section 13, the col-
lateral provided for in the Security Documents and the funds 
and/or assets in the Holdback Account referred to in Section 12 
above shall be the sole recourse of holder in the event of a 
default hereunder or under any of the Security Documents, and 
that the liability of the Makers of this Note for any amounts 
due hereunder and/or the Security Documents is limited to their 
interest in the collateral provided for in the Security Documents 
and the funds and/or assets in the Holdback Account. 
Holder may join the Makers of this Note as defendants in any 
legal action it undertakes to enforce its rights and remedies 
under this Note or under any of the Security Documents, provided 
that, except as otherwise provided in the immediately succeeding 
two paragraphs, any judgment in such action may be satisfied by 
recourse only to the collateral provided for in the Security 
Documents and the funds and/or assets in the Holdback Account, 
and not by recourse directly to the Makers of this Note or by 
execution on other property and assets held by them. 
The foregoing notwithstanding, holder shall have full 
recourse against the Makers of this Note, and each shall be 
jointly and severally liable for the full payment of: (i) the 
amount of any income, proceeds, or profits of the collateral pro-
vided for in the Security Documents and the funds and/or assets 
in the Holdback Account which are required for the payment of 
operating expenses for the Property and/or the payment of amounts 
which are then due and payable under this Note and which are not 
so used; (ii) the amount of any loss suffered by holder as a 
result of fraudulent representations by the Makers of this Note 
contained in any of the documents executed by them or materials 
submitted to holder in connection with the loan evidenced hereby; 
and (iii) the amount of any loss suffered by holder as a result 
of waste, gross mismanagement, or other actions by or permitted 
by Maker which have resulted in diminution in value of the 
collateral provided for in the Security Documents. 
-8-
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Holder shall also have full recourse against the Makers of 
this Note, and they shall be jointly and severally liable for, 
Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) of any deficiency 
remaining after foreclosure or other realization upon the col-
lateral provided for in the Security Documents and the funds 
and/or assets in the Holdback Account, unless prior to the 
default which gives rise to the deficiency, holder has executed 
a written release of the liability of the Makers under this para-
graph. Provided Maker is not in default hereunder or under any 
of the Security Documents at the time the request is made, and no 
event is then existing that would through passage of time, the 
giving of notice, or the expiration of a period of grace con-
stitute such a default, holder shall, upon the request of Maker, 
provide such a release at such time as Maker provides holder a 
certified rent roll and income statement, in form and substance 
satisfactory to holder and subject to independent verification 
by holder at Maker's sole expense, stating that the gross income 
from the Property for the Twelve (12) calendar months immediately 
preceding the date of the request for release of liability has 
been in excess of One Million Ninety-five Thousand Dollars 
($1,095,000). Said release shall not operate to release the 
Makers from liability under the immediately preceding paragraph. 
SECTION 14. Maximum Interest. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein or 
in any agreement pertaining to the indebtedness evidenced hereby, 
the total liability of the Makers hereunder or under any agree-
ment pertaining to the indebtedness evidenced hereby for payments 
in the nature of interest, additional interest and other charges 
shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed by the interest 
rate laws of the state of Utah. If any payments in the nature 
of interest, additional interest and other charges made hereunder 
or under any agreement pertaining to the indebtedness evidenced 
hereby are held to be in excess of the applicable limits imposed 
by the interest rate laws of the state of Utah, it is agreed that 
any such amount held to be in excess shall be considered a pay-
ment of principal hereunder and the indebtedness evidenced hereby 
shall be reduced by such amount so that the total liability for 
payments in the nature of interest, additional interest and other 
charges shall not exceed the applicable limits imposed by the 
interest rate laws of the state of Utah in compliance with the 
desires of Maker and holder. 
SECTION 15. Miscellaneous. 
(a) The makers, endorsers and guarantors of this Note, and 
each of them, hereby waive all homestead and/or exemption rights, 
diligence, presentment, protest and notice of protest and demand, 
notice of dishonor and/or nonpayment, and specifically consent to 
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and waive notice of: (i) any renewals or extensions of this Note, 
whether made to or in favor of the Maker or any other person or 
entity; (ii) release of all or any part of the security for the 
payment hereof; or (iii) release of any party liable for this 
obligation. 
(b) The terms of this Note apply to, inure to the benefit 
of, and bind all parties hereto, their heirs, legatees, devisees, 
administrators, executors, successors, and permitted assigns. 
(c) This Note shall be governed by and construed in accor-
dance with the laws of the state of Utah. 
(d) The headings to the various sections of this Note have 
been inserted for convenience of reference only and do not 
define, limit, modify, or expand the express provisions hereof. 
(e) For any payment hereunder to be credited as of the day 
funds are received, the payment must be received by holder on or 
before 2:00 p.m, local time, at the address for payments 
specified in the first paragraph of this Note. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Maker has executed this Note as of the 
day and year first above written. 
MAKER: It) C^UUJJJ^ r4-****+^£X± 
W. Claude Smith 
Jjtfhes R. Dickson, Jr . 
- 1 0 -
(i(i0i4£ 
CAlLA A/AW Ba tti stonT^ 
J^A^l^^ltZw^K 
Merrill Turnbow 
^ ^ > ^ Wffv^ 
Kurt Larsen 
Li A £Sm * _ ^ 
SAUK** l y i u ^ L a r s e n 
Glenn A- Powell 
&**M(&»*/& 
Cr* I A Powell 
FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, a 
Utah general partnership, by all its 
general partners: 
W. Claude Smith, general partner 
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< ^ - ^ 
£J^mx\&& R. D i c k s o n , J r . , g e n e r a l 
partner 
^X.0*$s 22= 
Sam D. Battistone, general partner 
WESTAM PROPERTIES, INC., a Utah 
general partnership, general 
partner, by all its general partners: 
Merrill Turnbow, general partner 
Kurt Larsen, general partner 
o ^ 
Glenn fk- Powell, general partner 
WITHOUT RECOURSE, PAY TO THE ORDER OF WASHINGTON MUTUAL 
SAVINGS BANK, A WASHINGTON CORPORATION. 
DATE: HTTW/M C$ JM^^^ FIRST^SECURITY REALTY SERVICES, INC 
2049B 
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APPENDIX B 
WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
FIRST SECURITY REALTY SERVICES INC. 
361 East Broadway 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Attention: Janice J. Bird 
Recorded «Q'#\ ft-. 
Title Company1 Bequest ol Western States 
KATIE L. DIXON. Recorder 
> r f S e i ! Lake County. Uurt 
: ^  By 
KF. ^ T O f l f ) Deputy 
BE ADVISED THAT THE PROMISSORY NOTE SECURED BY THIS DEED OF 
TRUST PROVIDES FOR DEFERRAL OF A PORTION OF ACCRUED INTEREST 
UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. ALL INTEREST SO DEFERRED WILL BE 
ADDED TO THE UNPAID PRINCIPAL BALANCE OF THE NOTE AND SECURED 
HEREBY. BE FURTHER ADVISED THAT THE NOTE CONTAINS PROVISION FOR 
A VARIABLE RATE OF INTEREST. 
DEED OF TRUST WITH 
ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS (SECURITY AGREEMENT INCLUDED) 
THIS DEED OF TRUST WITH ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS ("Deed of 
Trust") is made as of the 29th day of August , 
19 84 , by and among FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, a Utah gen-
eral partnership, the general partners of which are W. Claude 
Smith, Francis H. Suitter, James R. Dickson, Jr., Sam D. 
Battistone, and Westam Properties, a Utah general partnership 
("Trustor"), whose place of business is 445 East 4500 South, Salt 
Lake City, Utah WESTERN STATES TITLE COMPANY, a Utah cor-
poration^ "Trustee"), whose place of business is 370 East 500 
South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 and FIRST SECURITY REALTY SER-
VICES, INC., a Utah corporation ("Beneficiary")/ whose place of 
business is 381 East Broadway, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111. 
FOR GOOD AND VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, including the indebted-
ness herein recited and the trust herein created, the receipt of 
which is hereby acknowledged, Trustor hereby irrevocably GRANTS, 
TRANSFERS, CONVEYS and ASSIGNS to Trustee, IN TRUST, WITH POWER 
OF SALE, for the benefit and security of Beneficiary, under and 
subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, that 
certain real property located in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, 
described in Exhibit A attached hereto and by this reference 
incorporated herein (the "Property"). 
8/28/84 
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TOGETHER WITH all rents, revenues, issues, profits, royal-
ties, income and other benefits derived from the Property (col-
lectively the "rents"), subject to the right, power and authority 
hereinafter given to Trustor to collect and apply such rents; 
TOGETHER WITH all leasehold estate, right, title and interest 
of Trustor in and to all leases or subleases covering the Prop-
erty or any portion thereof now or hereafter existing or entered 
into, and all right, title and interest of Trustor thereunder, 
including, without limitation, all cash or security deposits, 
advance rentals, and deposits or payments of similar nature; 
TOGETHER WITH all right, title and interest of Trustor in and 
to all options to purchase or lease the Property or any portion 
thereof or interest therein, and any greater estate in the Prop-
erty owned or hereafter acquired; 
TOGETHER WITH all interests, estate or other claims both in 
law and in equity, which Trustor now has or may hereafter acquire 
in the Property; 
TOGETHER WITH all easements, rights-of-way and rights used in 
connection therewith or as a means of access thereto, and all 
tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereof and thereto, 
and all water rights and shares of stock evidencing the same; 
TOGETHER WITH all right, title and interest of Trustor, now 
owned or hereafter acquired, in and to any land lying within the 
right-of-way of any street, open or proposed, adjoining the Prop-
erty, and any and all sidewalks, alleys and strips and gores of 
land adjacent to or used in connection with the Property; 
TOGETHER WITH any and all buildings and improvements and all 
landscaping now or hereafter erected thereon, including, but not 
limited to, the fixtures attached to said buildings and improve-
ments (cumulatively, the "Improvements"), 
TOGETHER WITH all right, title and interest of Trustor in and 
to all tangible personal property (the "Personal Property") owned 
by Trustor and now or at any time hereafter located on or at the 
Property or used in connection therewith, including, but not lim-
ited to: the property which is the subject of that certain 
equipment lease described on Exhibit C attached hereto and by 
this reference incorporated herein, and all other goods, machin-
ery, equipment (including fire sprinklers and alarm systems, air 
conditioning, heating, refrigerating, and/or electronic moni-
toring equipment, window or structural cleaning rigs, and equip-
ment for maintenance, exclusion of vermin or insects, removal of 
dust, refuse or garbage and all other equipment of every kind), 
lobby and all other indoor and outdoor furniture (including 
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tables, chairs, planters, desks, sofas, beds, shelves, lockers 
and cabinets), wall beds, wall safes, furnishings, appliances 
(including ice boxes, refrigerators, fans, heaters, stoves, water 
heaters and incinerators), inventory, tools, rugs, carpets and 
other floor coverings, draperies, drapery rods and brackets, 
awnings, window shades, Venetian blinds, curtains, lamps, chande-
liers, lighting fixtures, maintenance supplies, building materi-
als, and other supplies and equipment, and in addition thereto, 
without limitation, during any construction, all stored materi-
als, building components, and equipment to be installed on the 
Property, whether in place or stored at the site. 
TOGETHER WITH, all the estate, interest, right, title or 
other claim or demand, including claims or demands with respect 
to the proceeds of insurance in effect with respect thereto, 
which Trustor now has or may hereafter acquire in the Property, 
and any and all awards made for the taking by eminent domain, or 
by any proceeding or purchase in lieu thereof, of the whole or 
any part of the Trust Estate (as hereinafter defined), including 
without limitation any awards resulting from a change of grade of 
streets and awards for severance damages. 
AND TOGETHER WITH the proceeds and products of any of the 
foregoing. 
The entire estate, property and interest hereby conveyed to 
Trustee may be referred to herein as the "Trust Estate". 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING: 
(a) Payment of indebtedness in the total principal 
amount of FIVE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($5,700,000), with interest thereon, evidenced by a Deed of .Trust 
Note dated August 29, 1984 (the "Note") executed by Trustor, 
W. Claude Smith, Francis H. Suitter, James R. Dickson, Jr., Sam 
D. Battistone, Carla Nan Battistone, Merrill Turnbow, 
J. Rpn^ Suitter, Kurt Larsen, Sandra Lynn Larsen, 
Glenn Powell, Carol A. Powell, and payable to the order of 
Beneficiary, together with all modifications, extensions, 
renewals, and substitutions therefor, which Note is incorporated 
herein by reference. The Note provides for deferral and addition 
to principal of a portion of accrued interest under certain cir-
cumstances and contains provision for a variable rate of interest. 0 t ^ 
(b) Performance of Trustor s obligations hereunder, and nnitial 
payment of all sums advanced by Beneficiary to protect the Trust } charl 
Estate, with interest thereon at the Default Rate of interest Brown) 
specified in the Note. 
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(c) Payment of all other sums, with interest thereon, 
which may hereafter be loaned to Trustor or its successors or 
assigns by Beneficiary, when evidenced by a promissory note or 
notes reciting that they are secured by this Deed of Trust. 
This Deed of Trust, any guaranty thereof and any other 
instrument given to evidence or further secure the payment and 
performance of any obligation secured hereby may hereafter be 
referred to as the "Loan Instruments." 
TO PROTECT THE SECURITY OF THIS DEED OF TRUST, TRUSTOR HEREBY 
COVENANTS AND AGREES AS FOLLOWS: 
ARTICLE I 
COVENANTS AND AGREEMENTS OF TRUSTOR 
Trustor hereby covenants and agrees: 
1.01 Payment of Secured Obligations. To pay when due the 
principal of and the interest on the indebtedness evidenced by 
the Note, together with all charges, fees and other sums as pro-
vided in the Loan Instruments, and the principal of and interest 
on any future advances secured by this Deed of Trust. 
1.02 Maintenance, Repair, Alterations. To keep the Trust 
Estate in good condition and repair; not to remove, demolish or 
substantially alter (except such alterations as may be required 
by laws, ordinances or regulations) any of the Improvements with-
out the prior written consent of Beneficiary, which consent shall 
not be unreasonably withheld; to complete promptly and in good 
and workmanlike manner any Improvement which may be constructed 
on the Property and promptly restore in like manner any Improve-
ment which may be damaged or destroyed thereon, and to pay when 
due all claims for labor performed and materials furnished there-
for, to comply with all laws, ordinances, regulations, covenants, 
conditions and restrictions now or hereafter affecting the Trust 
Estate or any part thereof or requiring any alterations or 
improvements; not to commit or permit any waste or deterioration 
of the Trust Estate, to keep and maintain abutting grounds, side-
walks, roads, parking and landscape areas in good and neat order 
and repair; and not to commit, suffer or permit any act to pe 
done in or upon the Trust Estate in violation of any law, ordi-
nance or regulation. 
1.03 Required Insurance. To at all times provide, main-
tain and keep in force the following policies of insurance: 
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(a) Insurance against loss or damage to the Improve-
ments by fire and any of the risks covered by insurance of the 
type now known as "fire and extended coverage11 in an amount not 
less than the original amount of the Note or the full replacement 
:ost of the Improvements including the cost of debris removal 
[exclusive of the cost of excavations, foundations, and footings 
>elow the lowest basement floor), whichever is greater; and with 
lot more than $5,000 deductible from the loss payable for any 
rasualty. The policies of insurance carried in accordance with 
:his subparagraph (a) shall contain a Replacement Cost 
indorsement;" 
(b) Rental interruption insurance in an amount suffi-
cient to cover the loss of all income from all leases demising 
any portion of the Trust Estate for a period of six (6) months; 
(c) Comprehensive public liability insurance 
(including coverage for elevators and escalators, if any, on the 
Trust Estate and, if any construction of new Improvements occurs 
after execution of this Deed of Trust, completed operations cov-
erage for two years after construction of the Improvements has 
been completed) against claims for property damage or personal 
injury including without limitation claims for bodily injury or 
death occurring on, in or about the Trust Estate and the 
adjoining streets, sidewalks and passageways, such insurance to 
afford immediate minimum protection to a limit of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) for one person and Five Million 
Dollars ($5,000,000) for each occurrence; 
(d) During the course of any construction or repair 
of Improvements on the Property, workmen's compensation insurance 
(including employer's liability insurance, if requested by Bene-
ficiary) for all employees of Trustor engaged on or with respect 
to the Trust Estate in such amount as is reasonably satisfactory 
to Beneficiary, or, if such limits are established by law, in 
such amounts; 
(e) During the course of any construction or repair 
of Improvements on the Property, builder's completed value risk 
insurance against "all risks of physical loss," including col-
lapse and transit coverage, during construction of such Improve-
ments, with deductibles not to exceed $5,000, in nonreporting 
form, covering the total value of work performed and equipment, 
supplies and materials furnished. Said policy of insurance shall 
contain the "permission to occupy upon completion of work or 
occupancy endorsement"; 
(f) Boiler and machinery insurance covering pressure 
vessels, air tanks, boilers, machinery, pressure piping, heating, 
air conditioning and elevator equipment and escalator equipment, 
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provided the Improvements contain equipment of such nature, and 
insurance against loss of occupancy or use arising from breakdovm 
of any of the items referred to in this subparagraph (f) in such 
amounts as are reasonably satisfactory to Beneficiary; 
(g) Insurance against loss or damage to the Personal 
Property by fire and other risks covered by insurance of the type 
now known as "fire and extended coverage;w and 
(h) Insurance against flood damage in the maximum 
available amount, if the Trust Estate is located in a designated 
flood zone; 
(i) Such other insurance, and in such amounts, as may 
from time to time be reasonably required by Beneficiary against 
the same or other hazards; 
All policies of insurance required by the terms of this Deed 
of Trust shall contain an endorsement or agreement by the insurer 
that any loss shall be payable in accordance with the terms of 
such policy notwithstanding any act or negligence of Trustor 
which might otherwise result in forfeiture of said insurance and 
the further agreement of the insurer waiving all rights of set 
off, counterclaim or deductions against Trustor. 
During the last thirty (30) days of every third year computed 
from the date hereof, Trustor will have an insurance survey of 
the Trust Estate made. Trustor shall at these times obtain such 
additional coverage or make such increases in the amounts of 
existing coverage as may be requested by Beneficiary on the basis 
of such survey. 
1.04 Delivery of Policies, Payment of Premiums. That all 
policies of insurance shall be issued by companies and in amounts 
of each company satisfactory to Beneficiary. All policies of 
hazard or rental interruption insurance shall have attached 
thereto a lender's loss payable endorsement in form satisfactory 
to Beneficiary, pursuant to which Beneficiary is named as first 
loss payee. All policies of liability insurance shall name Bene-
ficiary an additional insured as its interest may appear. 
Trustor shall furnish Beneficiary with an original copy of all 
policies of required insurance or, at Beneficiary's option, cer-
tificates of insurance in form acceptable to Beneficiary. If 
Beneficiary consents to Trustor providing any of the required 
insurance through blanket policies carried by Trustor and cov-
ering more than one location, then Trustor shall furnish Benefi-
ciary with a certificate of insurance for each such policy 
setting forth the coverage, the limits of liability as to the 
Trust Estate, the name of the carrier, the policy number, and the 
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expiration date. At least thirty (30) days prior to the expira-
tion of each such policy, Trustor shall furnish Beneficiary with 
evidence satisfactory to Beneficiary of the payment of premium 
and the reissuance of a policy continuing insurance in force as 
required by this Deed of Trust. All such policies shall contain 
a provision that such policies will not be cancelled or materi-
ally amended, which term shall include any reduction in the scope 
or limits of coverage, without at least thirty (30) days prior 
written notice to Beneficiary. In the event Trustor fails to 
provide, maintain, keep in force or deliver and furnish to Bene-
ficiary the policies of insurance required by this Deed of Trust, 
Beneficiary may procure such insurance or single-interest insur-
ance for such risks covering Beneficiary1s interest, and Trustor 
shall pay all premiums thereon promptly upon demand by Benefi-
ciary, and until such payment is made by Trustor the amount of 
all such premiums together with interest thereon at the Default 
Rate of interest specified in the Note shall be secured by this 
Deed of Trust. At the request of Beneficiary Trustor shall 
deposit with Beneficiary in monthly installments an amount equal 
to one-twelfth of the estimated aggregate annual insurance premi-
ums on all policies of insurance required by this Deed of Trust, 
in order to accumulate with Beneficiary sufficient funds to pay 
such premiums 30 days prior to their due date. Trustor further 
agrees, upon Beneficiary's request, to cause all bills, state-
ments or other documents relating to the foregoing insurance pre-
miums to be sent or mailed directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt 
of such bills, statements or other documents, and providing 
Trustor has deposited sufficient funds with Beneficiary pursuant 
to this Section 1.04, Beneficiary shall pay such amounts as may 
be due thereunder out of the funds so deposited with Benefi-
ciary. If at any time and for any reason the funds deposited 
with Beneficiary are or will be insufficient to pay such amounts 
as may then or subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify 
Trustor and Trustor shall immediately deposit an amount equal to 
such deficiency with Beneficiary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
nothing contained herein shall cause Beneficiary to be deemed a 
trustee of said funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in 
excess of the amount of funds deposited with Beneficiary pursuant 
to this Section 1.04. Beneficiary may commingle said reserve 
with its own funds and Trustor shall be entitled to no interest 
thereon. 
1.05 Insurance Proceeds. That after the happening of any 
casualty to the Trust Estate or any part thereof, Trustor shall 
give prompt written notice thereof to Beneficiary. 
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(a) In the event of such loss or damage, all proceeds 
of insurance shall be payable to Beneficiary, to be used, held, 
paid or applied by Beneficiary in accordance with the provisions 
of Section 6.05, and Trustor hereby authorizes and directs any 
affected insurance company to make payment of such proceeds' 
directly to Beneficiary. Beneficiary is hereby authorized and 
empowered by Trustor as Trustor's attorney-in-fact to settle, 
adjust or compromise any claims for loss, damage or destruction 
under any policies of insurance, provided, however that Bene-
ficiary shall not be entitled to exercise such right unless 
Grantor is in default hereunder and the applicable grace period, 
if any, specified in the Note for the curing of such default has 
expired or Grantor has failed to diligently prosecute the 
negotiations with the insurance company. 
(b) Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to 
excuse Trustor from repairing or maintaining the Trust Estate as 
provided in Section 1.02 hereof or restoring all damage or 
destruction to the Trust Estate, regardless of whether or not 
there are insurance proceeds available (unless the unavailability 
is due to the application of the proceeds to the unpaid balance 
of the Note by Beneficiary) or whether any such proceeds are 
sufficient in amount. 
1.06 Assignment of Policies Upon Foreclosure. In the 
event of foreclosure of this Deed of Trust or other transfer of 
title or assignment of the Trust Estate in extinguishment, in 
whole or in part, of the debt secured hereby, all right, title 
and interest of Trustor in and to all policies of insurance 
required by this Deed of Trust shall inure to the benefit of and 
pass to the successor in interest to Trustor or the purchaser or 
grantee of the Trust Estate. 
1.07 Indemnification; Subrogation; Waiver of Offset. 
(a) If Beneficiary is made a defendant to any third-
party litigation concerning this Deed of Trust or the Trust 
Estate or any part thereof or interest therein, or concerning the 
occupancy thereof by Trustor, then Trustor shall indemnify, 
defend and hold Beneficiary harmless from all liability by reason 
of said litigation, including reasonable attorneys1 fees and 
expenses incurred by Beneficiary in any such litigation, whether 
or not any such litigation is prosecuted to judgment. If Bene-
ficiary commences an action against Trustor to enforce any of the 
terms hereof or because of the breach by Trustor of any of the 
terms hereof, or for the recovery of any sum secured hereby, 
Trustor shall pay to Beneficiary reasonable attorneys fees and 
expenses, and the right to such attorneys' fees and expenses 
shall be deemed to have accrued on the commencement of such 
action, and shall be enforceable whether or not such action is 
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prosecuted to judgment. If Trustor breaches any term of this 
Deed of Trust, Beneficiary may employ an attorney or attorneys to 
protect its rights hereunder, and in the event of such employment 
following any breach by Trustor, Trustor shall pay Beneficiary 
reasonable attorneys1 fees and expenses incurred by Beneficiary, 
whether or not an action is actually commenced against Trustor by 
reason of such breach. 
(b) Trustor waives any and all right to claim or 
recover against Beneficiary, its officers, employees, agents and 
representatives, for loss of or damage to Trustor, the Trust 
Estate, Trustor's property or the property of others under 
Trustor's control from any cause insured against or required to 
be insured against by the provisions of this Deed of Trust. 
(c) All sums payable by Trustor hereunder shall be 
paid without notice, demand, counterclaim, setoff, deduction or 
defense and without abatement, suspension, deferment, diminution 
or reduction, and the obligations and liabilities of Trustor 
hereunder shall in no way be released, discharged or otherwise 
affected (except as expressly provided herein) by reason of: 
(i) any damage to or destruction of or any condemnation or simi-
lar taking of the Trust Estate or any part thereof; (ii) any 
restriction or prevention of or interference with any use of the 
Trust Estate or any part thereof; (iii) any title defect or 
encumbrance or any eviction from the Property or the Improvements 
or any part thereof by title paramount or otherwise; (iv) any 
bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, composition, adjustment, 
dissolution, liquidation or other like proceeding relating to 
Beneficiary or Trustor or any action taken with respect to this 
Deed of Trust by any trustee or receiver of Beneficiary or 
Trustor, or by any court, in any such proceeding; (v) any claim 
which Trustor has or might have against Beneficiary; (vi) any 
default or failure on the part of Beneficiary to perform or com-
ply with any of the terms hereof or of any other agreement with 
Trustor; or (vii) any other occurrence whatsoever, whether simi-
lar or dissimilar to the foregoing; whether or not Trustor shall 
have notice or knowledge of any of the foregoing. Except as 
expressly provided herein, Trustor waives all rights now or here-
after conferred by statute or otherwise to any abatement, suspen-
sion, deferment, diminution or reduction of any sum secured 
hereby and payable by Trustor. 
1.08 Taxes and Impositions, 
(a) Trustor agrees to pay, at least 10 days prior to 
delinquency, all real property taxes and assessments, general and 
special, and all other taxes and assessments of any kind or 
nature whatsoever, including without limitation, non-governmental 
levies or assessments such as maintenance charges, owner associa-
tion dues or charges or fees, levies or charges resulting from 
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covenants, conditions and restrictions affecting the Trust 
Estate, which are assessed or imposed upon the Trust Estate, or 
become due and payable, and which create, may create or appear to 
create a lien upon the Trust Estate, or any part thereof, or upon 
any Personal Property, equipment or other facility used in the 
operation or maintenance thereof (all of which taxes, assessments 
and other governmental and non-governmental charges of like 
nature are hereinafter referred to as "Impositions11); provided, 
however, that if, by law, any such Imposition is payable, or may 
at the option of the taxpayer be paid, in installments, Trustor 
may pay the same together with any accrued interest on the unpaid 
balance of such Imposition in installments as the same become due 
and before any fine, penalty, interest or cost may be added 
thereto for the nonpayment of any such installment and interest. 
(b) If at any time after the date hereof there shall 
be assessed or imposed: (i) a tax or assessment on the Trust 
Estate in lieu of or in addition to the Impositions payable by 
Trustor pursuant to subparagraph (a) hereof, or (ii) a license 
fee, tax or assessment imposed on Beneficiary and measured by or 
based in whole or in part upon the amount of the outstanding 
obligations secured hereby, then all such taxes, assessments or 
fees shall be deemed to be included within the term "Impositions" 
as defined in subparagraph (a) hereof, and Trustor shall pay and 
discharge the same as herein provided with respect to the payment 
of Impositions. If Trustor cannot or does not pay and discharge 
the same when due, all obligations secured hereby together with 
all accrued interest thereon, shall, at the option of Benefi-
ciary, immediately become due and payable. Anything to the con-
trary herein notwithstanding, Trustor shall have no obligation to 
pay any franchise, estate, inheritance, income, excess profits or 
similar tax levied on Beneficiary or on the obligations secured 
hereby. 
(c) Subject to the provisions of subparagraph (d) of 
this Section 1.08, Trustor covenants to furnish Beneficiary 
within thirty (30) days after the date upon which any such Impo-
sition is due and payable by Trustor, official receipts of the 
appropriate taxing authority, or other proof satisfactory to Ben-
eficiary, evidencing the payments thereof. 
(d) Trustor shall have the right before any delin-
quency occurs to contest or object to the amount or validity of 
any such Imposition by appropriate legal proceedings, but this 
shall not be deemed or construed in any way as relieving, modi-
fying or extending Trustor's covenant to pay any such Imposition 
at the time and in the manner provided in this Section 1.08, 
unless Trustor has given prior written notice to Beneficiary of 
Trustor's intent to so contest or object to an Imposition, and 
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unless, at Beneficiary's sole option, (i) Trustor shall demon-
strate to Beneficiary's satisfaction that the legal proceedings 
shall conclusively operate to prevent the sale of the Trust 
Estate, or any part thereof, to satisfy such Imposition prior to 
final determination of such proceedings; or (ii) Trustor shall 
furnish a good and sufficient bond or surety as requested by and 
satisfactory to Beneficiary; or (iii) Trustor shall have provided 
a good and sufficient undertaking as may be required or permitted 
by law to accomplish a stay of such sale. 
(e) At the request of Beneficiary, Trustor shall pay 
to Beneficiary, on the day monthly installments of principal and 
interest are payable under the Note, until the Note is paid in 
full, an amount equal to one-twelfth of the annual Impositions 
reasonably estimated by Beneficiary to pay the installment of 
Impositions next due on the Trust Estate 30 days prior to their 
due date. In such event, Trustor further agrees to cause state-
ments or other documents relating to Impositions to be sent or 
mailed directly to Beneficiary. Upon receipt of such bills, 
statements or other documents, and providing Trustor has depos-
ited sufficient funds with Beneficiary pursuant to this Sec-
tion 1.08, Beneficiary shall pay such amounts as may be due 
thereunder out of the funds so deposited with Beneficiary. If at 
any time and for any reason the funds deposited with Beneficiary 
are or will be insufficient to pay such amounts as may then or 
subsequently be due, Beneficiary shall notify Trustor and Trustor 
shall immediately deposit an amount equal to such deficiency with 
Beneficiary. Notwithstanding" the foregoing, nothing contained 
herein shall cause Beneficiary to be deemed a trustee of said 
funds or to be obligated to pay any amounts in excess of the 
amount of funds deposited with Beneficiary pursuant to this Sec-
tion 1.08. Beneficiary shall not be obliged to pay or allow any 
interest on any sums held by Beneficiary pending disbursement or 
application hereunder, and Beneficiary may impound or reserve for 
future payment of Impositions such portion of such payments as 
Beneficiary may in its absolute discretion deem proper, applying 
the balance on the principal of or interest on the obligations 
secured hereby. Should Trustor fail to deposit with Beneficiary 
(exclusive of that portion of said payments which has been 
applied by Beneficiary on the principal of or interest on the 
indebtedness secured by the Loan Instruments) sums sufficient to 
fully pay such Impositions at least thirty (30) days before 
delinquency thereof, Beneficiary may, at Beneficiary's election, 
but without any obligation so to do, advance any amounts required 
to make up the deficiency, which advance, if any, shall be 
secured hereby and shall be repayable to Beneficiary as herein 
elsewhere provided, or at the option of Beneficiary the Benefi-
ciary may, without making any advance whatever, apply any sums 
held by it upon any obligation of the Trustor secured hereby. 
Should any default occur or exist on the part of the Trustor in 
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the payment or performance of any of Trustor1s and/or any guaran-
tor's obligations under the terms of the Loan Instruments, Bene-
ficiary may, at any time at Beneficiary's option, apply any sums 
or amounts on its hands received pursuant hereto, or as rents or 
income of the Trust Estate or otherwise, upon any indebtedness or 
obligation of the Trustor secured hereby in such manner and order 
as Beneficiary may elect. The receipt, use or application of any 
such sums paid by Trustor to Beneficiary hereunder shall not be 
construed to affect the maturity of any indebtedness secured by 
this Deed of Trust or any of the rights or powers of Beneficiary 
or Trustee under the terms of the Loan Instruments or any of the 
obligations of Trustor and/or any guarantor under any of the Loan 
Instruments. 
(f) Trustor covenants and agrees not to suffer, per-
mit or initiate the joint assessment of the real and personal 
property, or any other procedure whereby the lien of the real 
property taxes and the lien of the personal property taxes shall 
be assessed, levied or charged to the Trust Estate as a single 
lien, 
(g) Trustor shall cause to be furnished to Benefi-
ciary a tax reporting service covering the Trust Estate of the 
type, duration and with a company satisfactory to Beneficiary. 
1.09 Utilities. To pay when due all utility charges which 
are incurred by Trustor for the benefit of the Trust Estate or 
which may become a charge or lien against the Trust Estate for 
gas, electricity, water or sewer services furnished to the Trust 
Estate and all other assessments or charges of a similar nature, 
whether public or private, affecting the Trust Estate or any por-
tion thereof, whether or not such taxes, assessments or charges 
are liens thereon. 
1.10 [Intentionally omitted] 
1.11 Actions Affecting Trust Estate. To appear in and 
contest any action or proceeding purporting to affect the secur-
ity hereof or the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee; and 
to pay all costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of 
title and attorney*s fees, in any such action or proceeding in 
which Beneficiary or Trustee may appear. 
1.12 Actions by Trustee and/or Beneficiary to Preserve 
Trust Estate. That should Trustor fail to make any payment or 
to do any act as and in the manner provided in any of the Loan 
Instruments, and upon expiration of the applicable grace period, 
if any, for the curing of such default specified in the Note, 
Beneficiary and/or Trustee, each in its own discretion, without 
obligation so to do and without notice to or demand upon Trustor 
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and without releasing Trustor from any obligation, may make or do 
the same in such manner and to such extent as either may deem 
necessary to protect the security hereof. In connection there-
with (without limiting their general powers), Beneficiary and/or 
Trustee shall have and are hereby given the right, but not 'the 
obligation, (i) to enter upon and take possession of the Trust 
Estate; (ii) to make additions, alterations, repairs and improve-
ments to the Trust Estate which they or either of them may con-
sider necessary or proper to keep the Trust Estate in good 
condition and repair; (iii) to appear and participate in any 
action or proceeding affecting or which may affect the security 
hereof or the rights or powers of Beneficiary or Trustee; (iv) to 
pay, purchase, contest or compromise any encumbrance, claim, 
charge, lien or debt which in the judgment of either may affect 
or appears to affect the security of this Deed of Trust or be 
prior or superior hereto; and (v) in exercising such powers, to 
pay necessary expenses, including employment of counsel or other 
necessary or desirable consultants. Trustor shall, immediately 
upon demand therefor by Beneficiary, pay all costs and expenses 
incurred by Beneficiary in connection with the exercise by Bene-
ficiary of the foregoing rights, including, without limitation, 
costs of evidence of title, court costs, appraisals, surveys and 
attorney1s fees. 
1.13 Survival of Warranties. To fully and faithfully sat-
isfy and perform the obligations of Trustor contained in the 
Trustor's loan application and Beneficiary's loan commitment, and 
any such application and commitment between Trustor and any 
assignee of Beneficiary, and each agreement of Trustor incorpor-
ated by reference therein or herein, and any modification or 
amendment thereof. All representations, warranties and covenants 
of Trustor contained therein or incorporated by reference shall 
survive the close of escrow and funding of the loan evidenced by 
the Note and shall remain continuing obligations, warranties and 
representations of Trustor during any time when any portion of 
the obligations secured by this Deed of Trust remain outstanding, 
except that to the extent that any such representation, warranty 
or covenant conflicts with a representation, warranty or covenant 
made by Trustor in this Deed of Trust, the provisions of this 
Deed of Trust shall control. 
1.14 Eminent Domain. That should the Trust Estate, or any 
part thereof or interest therein, be taken or damaged by reason 
of any public improvement or condemnation proceeding, or in any 
other manner, including settlement under threat of condemnation 
("Condemnation"), or should Trustor receive any notice or other 
information regarding such proceeding, Trustor shall give prompt 
written notice thereof to Beneficiary. Beneficiary shall be 
entitled to all compensation, awards and other payments or relief 
therefor, and shall be entitled at its option to commence, appear 
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in and prosecute in its own name any action or proceedings. 
Beneficiary shall also be entitled to make any compromise or 
settlement in connection with such taking or damage, provided, 
however, that Beneficiary shall not be entitled to exercise such 
right unless Grantor is in default hereunder and the applicable 
grace period, if any, specified in the Note for the curing of 
such default has expired, or Grantor has failed to diligently 
prosecute its claims against the condemning authority. All such 
compensation, awards, damages, rights of action and proceeds 
awarded to Trustor (the "Proceeds") are hereby assigned to Bene-
ficiary to be used, paid, held or applied by Beneficiary in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 6-05. Trustor agrees 
to execute such further assignments of the Proceeds as Bene-
ficiary or Trustee may require. 
(b) In the event any portion of the Trust Estate is 
so taken or damaged, Beneficiary shall have the option, in its 
sole and absolute discretion, to apply all such Proceeds, after 
deducting therefrom all costs and expenses (regardless of the 
particular nature thereof and whether incurred with or without 
suit), including attorney's fees, incurred by it in connection 
with such Proceeds, upon any indebtedness secured hereby and in 
such order as Beneficiary may determine, or to apply all such 
Proceeds, after such deductions, to the restoration of the Trust 
Estate upon such conditions as Beneficiary may determine. Such 
application or release shall not cure or waive any default or 
notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant 
to such notice. 
1.15 Additional Security. That in the event Beneficiary 
at any time holds additional security for any of the obligations 
secured hereby, it may enforce the sale thereof or otherwise 
realize upon the same, at its option, either before or concur-
rently herewith or after a sale is made hereunder. 
1.16 Appointment of Successor Trustee. That Beneficiary 
may, from time to time, by a written instrument executed and 
acknowledged by Beneficiary, mailed to Trustor and recorded in 
the county in which the Trust Estate is located and by otherwise 
complying with the provisions of the applicable law of the State 
of Utah substitute a successor or successors to the Trustee named 
herein or acting hereunder. 
1.17 Successors and Assigns. That this Deed of Trust 
applies to, inures to the benefit of and binds all parties 
hereto, their heirs, legatees, devisees, administrators, execu-
tors, successors and assigns. The term "Beneficiary" shall mean 
the owner and holder of the Note, whether or not named as Benefi-
ciary herein. 
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1.18 Inspections, That Beneficiary, or its agents, repre-
sentatives or workmen, are authorized to enter at any reasonable 
time and in a reasonable manner upon or in any part of the Trust 
Estate for the purpose of inspecting the same and for the purpose 
of performing any of the acts it is authorized to perforin under 
the terms of any of the Loan Instruments. 
1.19 Liens. To pay and promptly discharge, at Trustor1s 
cost and expense, all liens, encumbrances and charges upon the 
Trust Estate, or any part thereof or interest therein; provided 
that the existence of any mechanic's, laborer's, materialman's, 
supplier's or vendor's lien or right thereto shall not constitute 
a violation of this Section if payment is not yet due under the 
contract which is the foundation thereof and if such contract 
does not postpone payment for more than 55 days after the perfor-
mance thereof. Trustor shall have the right to contest in good 
faith the validity of any such lien, encumbrance or charge, pro-
vided Trustor shall first deposit with Beneficiary a bond or 
other security satisfactory to Beneficiary in such amounts as 
Beneficiary shall reasonably require, but not more than one and 
one-half times the amount of the claim, plus costs, expenses, 
including attorney's fees and interest, and provided further that 
Trustor shall thereafter diligently proceed to cause such lien, 
encumbrance or charge to be removed and discharged. If Trustor 
shall fail to discharge any such lien, encumbrance or charge or 
provide such reasonable security, then, in addition to any other 
right or remedy of Beneficiary, Beneficiary may, but shall not be 
obligated to, discharge the same, either by paying the amount 
claimed to be due, or by procuring the discharge of such lien by 
depositing in court a bond for the amount claimed or otherwise 
giving security for such claim, or in such manner as is or may be 
prescribed by law. 
1.20 Trustee's Powers. At any time, or from to time,., 
without liability therefor and without notice, upon written 
request of Beneficiary (and Trustor with respect to items 
described in (ii) and (iii) below) and presentation of this Deed 
of Trust and the Note secured hereby for endorsement, and without 
affecting the personal liability of any person for payment of the 
indebtedness secured hereby or the effect of this Deed of Trust 
upon the remainder of said Trust Estate, Trustee may, (i) recon-
vey any part of said Trust Estate, (ii) consent in writing to the 
making of any map or plat thereof, (iii) join in granting any 
easement thereon, or (iv) join in any extension agreement or any 
agreement subordinating the lien or charge hereof. 
1.21 Beneficiary's Powers. Without affecting the liabil-
ity of any other person liable for the payment of any obligation 
herein mentioned, and without affecting the lien or charge of 
this Deed of Trust upon any portion of the Property not then or 
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theretofore released as security for the full amount of all 
unpaid obligations, Beneficiary may, from time to time and with-
out notice, (i) release any person so liable; (ii) extend the 
maturity or alter any of the terms of any such obligation; 
(iii) grant other indulgences; (iv) release or reconvey, or cause 
to be released or reconveyed at any time at Beneficiary1s option 
any parcel, portion or all of the Trust Estate; (v) take or 
release any other or additional security for any obligation 
herein mentioned; or (vi) make compositions or other arrangements 
with debtors in relation thereto; or (vii) advance additional 
funds to protect the security hereof, and pay or discharge the 
obligations of Trustor hereunder or under the Loan Instruments, 
and all amounts so advanced, with interest thereon at the Default 
Rate of interest specified in the Note, shall be secured hereby. 
1.22 Financial Statements. Upon the request of Bene-
ficiary, Trustor will cause to be delivered to Beneficiary as 
soon as practicable, but in any event within sixty (60) days 
after the close of each operating year of Trustor, a statement of 
condition or balance sheet of Trustor as at the end of such 
operating year, all certified as to accuracy by an independent 
certified public accountant or representative of Trustor accept-
able to Beneficiary, and an annual operating statement showing in 
reasonable detail all income and expenses of Trustor with respect 
to the operation of the Trust Estate prepared by Trustor and 
certified as to accuracy by an independent certified public 
accountant or representative of Trustor acceptable to Beneficiary. 
1.23 Tradenames. At the request of Beneficiary, Trustor 
shall execute a certificate in form satisfactory to Beneficiary 
listing the tradenames under which Trustor intends to operate the 
Trust Estate, and representing and warranting that Trustor does 
business under no other tradenames with respect to the Trust 
Estate. Trustor shall immediately notify Beneficiary in writing 
of any change in said tradenames, and will, upon request of Bene-
ficiary, execute any additional financing statements and other 
certificates revised to reflect the change in tradename. 
1.24 Information for Participants. Trustor agrees to fur-
nish such information and confirmation as may be required from 
time to time by the Beneficiary on request of potential loan par-
ticipants and agrees to make adjustments in the loan documents to 
accommodate such participant's requirements, provided that such 
requirements do not substantially vary the economic terms of the 
loan secured hereby. 
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ARTICLE II 
ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS, ISSUES AND PROFITS 
2.01 Assignment of Rents. Trustor hereby assigns and 
transfers to Beneficiary all the rents of the Trust Estate, and 
hereby gives to and confers upon Beneficiary the right, power and 
authority to collect such rents. Trustor irrevocably appoints 
Beneficiary its true and lawful attorney-in-fact at the option of 
Beneficiary at any time and from time to time, to demand, receive 
and enforce payment, to give receipts, releases and satisfac-
tions, and to sue, in the name of Trustor or Beneficiary, for all 
such rents and apply the same to the indebtedness secured hereby; 
provided, however, that Trustor shall have the right to collect 
such rents (but not more than two months in advance) prior to or 
at any time there is not an event of default under any of the 
Loan Instruments. The assignment of the rents of the Trust 
Estate in this Article III is intended to be an absolute assign-
ment from Trustor to Beneficiary and not merely the passing of a 
security interest. The rents are hereby assigned absolutely by 
Trustor to Beneficiary contingent only upon the occurrence of an 
event of default under any of the Loan Instruments and the expi-
ration of the applicable grace period, if any, for the curing of 
such default specified in the Note. 
2.02 Collection Upon Default. Upon any event of default 
under any of the Loan Instruments, and upon the expiration of the 
applicable grace period, if any, for the curing of such default 
specified in the Note, Beneficiary may, at any time without 
notice, either in person, by agent or by a receiver appointed by 
a court, and without regard to the adequacy of any security for 
the indebtedness hereby secured, enter upon and take possession 
of the Trust Estate, or any part thereof, in its own name sue for 
or otherwise collect such rents, including those past due and 
unpaid, and apply the same, less costs and expenses of operation 
and collection, including attorney*s fees, upon any indebtedness 
secured hereby, and in such order as Beneficiary may determine. 
The collection of such rents or the entering upon and taking pos-
session of the Trust Estate, or the application thereof as afore-
said, shall not cure or waive any default or notice of default 
hereunder or invalidate any act done in response to such default 
or pursuant to such notice of default. 
ARTICLE III 
SECURITY AGREEMENT 
3.01 Creation of Security Interest. Trustor hereby grants 
to Beneficiary a security interest in the Personal Property sub-
ject to this Deed of Trust, located on or at the Property, 
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including without limitation, any and all property of similar 
type or kind hereafter located on or at the Property for the pur* 
pose of securing all obligations of Trustor contained in any of 
the Loan Instruments. Article III shall include, in addition to 
the tangible personal property included with such term as herein-
above defined in this Deed of Trust, all fixtures, and other 
articles attached to the Improvements. 
3.02 Warranties, Representations and Covenants of Trustor. 
Trustor hereby warrants, represents and covenants as follows: 
(a) Except for the security interest granted hereby, 
the interest of the lessee under the equipment lease described in 
Exhibit C in the items of personal property described in said 
Exhibit C, and a first lien security interest in favor of Ameri-
can Savings and Loan Association in the items of personal prop-
erty described in said Exhibit C, Trustor is, and as to portions 
of the Personal Property to be acquired after the date hereof 
will be, the sole owner of the Personal Property, free from any 
adverse lien, security interest, encumbrance or adverse claims 
thereon of any kind whatsoever. Trustor will notify Beneficiary 
of, and will defend the Personal Property against, all claims and 
demands of all persons at any time claiming the same or any 
interest therein. 
(b) Trustor will not lease, sell, convey or in any 
manner transfer the Personal Property without the prior written 
consent of Beneficiary. 
(c) The Personal Property is not used or bought for 
personal, family or household purposes. 
(d) The Personal Property will be kept on or at the 
Property and Trustor will not remove the Personal Property from 
the Property without the prior written consent of Beneficiary, 
except such portions or items of Personal Property which are con-
sumed or worn out in ordinary usage, all of which shall be 
prbmptly replaced by Trustor with new items of equal or greater 
quality. 
(e) Trustor maintains a place of business in the 
State of Utah and Trustor will immediately notify Beneficiary in 
writing of any change in its place of business as set forth in he 
beginning of this Deed of Trust. 
(f) At the request of Beneficiary, Trustor will join 
Beneficiary in executing one or more financing statements and 
renewals and amendments thereof pursuant to the Uniform Commer-
cial Code of Utah in form satisfactory to Beneficiary, and will 
pay the cost of filing the same in all public offices wherever 
filing is deemed by Beneficiary to be necessary or desirable. 
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(g) All covenants and obligations of Trustor con-
tained herein relating to the Trust Estate shall be deemed to 
apply to the Personal Property whether or not expressly referred 
to herein* 
(h) This Deed of Trust constitutes a Security Agree-
ment as that term is used in the Uniform Commercial Code of Utah. 
ARTICLE IV 
REMEDIES UPON DEFAULT 
4.01• Events of Default. Any of the following events shall 
be deemed an event of default hereunder: 
(a) Default shall be made in the payment of any 
installment of principal, interest, or any other sum secured 
hereby when due; or 
(b) Trustor, (or prior to the execution of the 
limited release referred to in the last paragraph of Section 13 
of the Note, any other person or entity liable for the payment of 
the indebtedness secured hereby) shall file a voluntary petition 
in bankruptcy or shall be adjudicated a bankrupt or insolvent, or 
shall file any petition or answer seeking or acquiescing in any 
reorganization, arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquida-
tion, dissolution or similar relief for itself under any present 
or future federal, state or other statute, law or regulation 
relating to bankruptcy, insolvency or other relief for debtors; 
or shall seek or consent to or acquiesce in the appointment of 
any trustee, receiver or liquidator of itself or of all or any 
part of the Trust Estate, or of any or all of the rents thereof, 
or shall make any general assignment for the benefit of 
creditors, or shall admit in writing its inability to pay its 
debts generally as they become due; or 
(c) A court of competent jurisdiction shall enter an 
order, judgment or decree approving a petition filed against 
Trustor seeking any reorganization, dissolution or similar relief 
under any present or future federal, state or other statute, law 
or regulation relating to bankruptcy, insolvency or other relief 
for debtors, and such order, judgment or decree shall remain 
unvacated and unstayed for an aggregate of sixty (60) days (whe-
ther or not consecutive) from the first date of entry thereof; or 
any trustee, receiver or liquidator of Trustor or of all or any 
part of the Trust Estate, or of any or all of the rents thereof, 
shall be appointed without the consent or acquiescence of Trustor 
and such appointment shall remain unvacated and unstayed for an 
aaareaate of sixty (60) days (whether or not consecutive); or 
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(d) A writ of execution of attachment or any similar 
process shall be issued or levied against all or any part of or 
interest in the Trust Estate, or any judgment involving monetary 
damages shall be entered against Trustor which shall become a 
lien on the Trust Estate or any portion thereof or interest 
therein and such execution, attachment or similar process or 
judgment is not released, bonded, satisfied, vacated or stayed 
within sixty (60) days after its entry or levy; or 
(e) There has occurred a breach of or default under 
any term, covenant, agreement, condition, provision, representa-
tion or warranty contained in any of the Loan Instruments or any 
part thereof, not referred to in this Section 4.01; or 
(f) There has occurred a violation of any condition, 
covenant or restriction recorded against or affecting the Trust 
Estate; or 
(g) Any representation or warranty made by Trustor 
herein or elsewhere in connection with the loan secured hereby, 
including, but not limited to, any representations in connection 
with the security therefor, shall prove to have been false or 
misleading in any material respect. 
4.02 Acceleration Upon Default; Additional Remedies. In 
the event of default, and upon the expiration of the applicable 
grace period, if any, for the curing of such default specified in 
the Note. Beneficiary shall have the right to cause all indebt-
edness secured hereby to be immediately due and payable and the 
same shall thereupon become immediately due and payable without 
any presentment, demand, protest or further notice of any kind. 
Thereafter, Beneficiary may: 
(i) either in person or by agent, with or without 
bringing any action or proceeding, or by a receiver appointed by 
a court and without regard to the adequacy of its security, enter 
upon and take possession of the Trust Estate, or any part 
thereof, in its own name or in the name of Trustee, and do any 
acts which it deems necessary or desirable to preserve the value, 
marketability or rentability of the Trust Estate, or part thereof 
or interest therein, increase the income therefrom or protect the 
security thereof and, with or without taking possession of the 
Trust Estate, sue for or otherwise collect the rents, issues and 
profits thereof, including those past due and unpaid, and apply 
the same, less costs and expenses of operation and collection 
including attorney's fees, upon any indebtedness secured hereby, 
all in such order as Beneficiary may determine. The entering 
upon and taking possession of the Trust Estate, the collection of 
such rents, issues and profits and the application thereof as 
aforesaid, shall not cure or waive any default or notice of 
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default hereunder or invalidate any act done in response to such 
default or pursuant to such notice of default and, notwith-
standing the continuance in possession of the Trust Estate or the 
collection, receipt and application of rents, Trustee or Benefi-
ciary shall be entitled to exercise every right provided for in 
any of the Loan Instruments or by law upon occurrence of amy 
event of default, including the right to exercise the power of 
sale; 
(ii) commence an action to foreclose this Deed of 
Trust as a mortgage, appoint a receiver, or specifically enforce 
any of the covenants hereof; 
(iii) exercise any or all of the remedies available to 
i secured party under the Utah Uniform Commercial Code, 
including, but not limited to: 
(1) Either personally or by means of a court-
appointed receiver, take possession of all or any of the Personal 
Property and exclude therefrom Trustor and all others claiming 
under Trustor, and thereafter hold, store, use, operate, manage/ 
maintain and control, make repairs, replacements, alterations, 
additions and improvements to and exercise all rights and powers 
of Trustor in respect to the Personal Property or any part 
thereof. In the event Beneficiary demands or attempts to take 
possession of the Personal Property in the exercise of any rights 
under any of the Loan Instruments, Trustor promises and agrees to 
promptly turn over and deliver complete possession thereof to 
Beneficiary; 
(2) Without notice to or demand upon Trustor, 
make such payments and do such acts as Beneficiary may deem 
necessary to protect its security interest in the Personal Prop-
erty, including without limitation, paying, purchasing, con-
testing or compromising any encumbrance, charge or lien which is 
prior to or superior to the security interest granted hereunder, 
and in exercising any such powers or authority to pay all 
expenses incurred in connection therewith; 
(3) Require Trustor to assemble the Personal 
Property or any portion thereof, at a place designated by Benefi-
ciary and reasonably convenient to both parties, and promptly to 
deliver such Personal Property to Beneficiary, or an agent or 
representative designated by it. Beneficiary and its agents and 
representatives shall have the right to enter upon any or all of 
Trustor's premises and property to exercise Beneficiary's rights 
hereunder; 
(4) Sell, lease or otherwise dispose of the Per-
sonal Property at public sale, with or without having the Per-
sonal Property at the place of sale, and upon such terms and in 
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such manner as Beneficiary may determine. Beneficiary may be a 
purchaser at any such sale; 
(5) Unless the Personal Property is perishable 
or threatens to decline speedily in value or is of a type custom-
arily sold on a recognized market, Beneficiary shall give Trustor 
at least ten (10) days1 prior written notice of the time and 
place of any public sale of the Personal Property or other 
intended disposition thereof. Such notice may be mailed to 
Trustor at the address set forth at the beginning of this Deed of 
Trust; 
(iv) Deliver to Trustee a written declaration of 
default and demand for sale, and a written notice of default and 
election to cause Trustor's interest in the Trust Estate to be 
sold, which notice Trustee or Beneficiary shall cause to be duly 
filed for record in the Official Records of the County in which 
the Trust Estate is located; or 
(v) Exercise any other remedy permitted by law. 
4.03 Foreclosure By Power of Sale. Should Beneficiary 
elect to foreclose by exercise of the power of sale herein con-
tained, Beneficiary shall notify Trustee and shall deposit with 
Trustee this Deed of Trust and the Note and such receipts and 
evidence of expenditures made and secured hereby as Trustee may 
require. 
(a) Upon receipt of such notice from Beneficiary, 
Trustee shall cause to be recorded, published and delivered to 
Trustor such Notice of Default and Election to Sell as then 
required by law and by this Deed of Trust. Trustee shall, with-
out demand on Trustor, after lapse of such time as may then be 
required by law and after recordation of such Notice of Default 
and after Notice of Sale having been given as required by law, 
sell the Trust Estate at the time and place of sale fixed by it 
in said Notice of Sale, either as a whole, or in separate lots or 
parcels or items as Trustee shall deem expedient, and in such 
order as it may determine, at public auction to the highest bid-
der for cash in lawful money of the United States payable at the 
time of sale. Trustee shall deliver to such purchaser or pur-
chasers thereof its good and sufficient deed or deeds conveying 
the property so sold, but without any covenant or warranty, 
express or implied. The recitals in such deed of any matters or 
facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any 
persons including, without limitation, Trustor, Trustee or Bene-
ficiary, may purchase at such sale and Trustor hereby covenants 
to warrant and defend the title of such purchaser or purchasers. 
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(b) After deducting all costs, fees and expenses of 
Trustee and of this Trust, including costs of evidence of title 
in connection with sale, Trustee shall apply the proceeds of sale 
to payment of all sums expended under the terms hereof, not then 
repaid, with accrued interest at the Default Rate of Interest 
specified in the Note, all other sums then secured hereby and the 
remainder, if any, to the person or persons legally entitled 
thereto. 
(c) Trustee may postpone the sale of all or any por-
tion of the Trust Estate by public announcement at such time and 
place of sale, and from time to time thereafter may postpone such 
sale by public announcement fixed by the preceding postponement 
or subsequently noticed sale, and without further notice make 
such sale at the time fixed by the last postponement, or may, in 
its discretion, give a new notice of sale. 
(d) The Power of Sale under this Deed of Trust shall 
not be exhausted by any one or more sales (or attempts to sell) 
as to all or any portion of the Trust Estate remaining unsold, 
but shall continue unimpaired until all of the Trust Estate has 
been sold or the Note and all indebtedness of Trustor to Benefi-
ciary secured by this Deed of Trust has been paid in full. 
4-04 Appointment of Receiver. If an event of default 
described in Section 4.01 of this Deed of Trust shall have 
occurred and be continuing, and upon the expiration of the appli-
cable grace period, if any, for the curing of such default speci-
fied in the Note, Beneficiary, as a matter of right and without 
notice to Trustor or anyone claiming under Trustor, and without 
regard to the then value of the Trust Estate or the Interest of 
Trustor therein, shall have the right to apply to any court 
having jurisdiction to appoint a receiver or receivers of the 
Trust Estate, and Trustor hereby irrevocably consents to such 
appointment and waives notice of any application therefor. Any 
such receiver or receivers shall have all the usual powers and 
duties of receivers in like or similar cases and all the powers 
and duties of Beneficiary in case of entry as provided in Sec-
tion 4.02(i) and shall continue as such and exercise all such 
powers until the date of confirmation of sale of the Trust Estate 
unless such receivership is sooner terminated. 
4.05 Remedies Not Exclusive. Trustee and Beneficiary, and 
each of them, shall be entitled to enforce payment and perfor-
mance of any indebtedness or obligations secured hereby and to 
exercise all rights and powers under this Deed of Trust or under 
any Loan Instrument or other agreement or any laws now or here-
after in force, notwithstanding some or all of the said indebted-
ness and obligations secured hereby may now or hereafter be 
otherwise secured, whether by mortgage, deed of trust, pledge, 
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lien, assignment or otherwise. Neither the acceptance of this 
Deed of Trust nor its enforcement, whether by court action or 
pursuant to the power of sale or other powers herein contained, 
shall prejudice or in any manner affect Trustee's or Benefi-
ciary's right to realize upon or enforce any other security now 
or hereafter held by Trustee or Beneficiary, it being agreed that 
Trustee and Beneficiary, and each of them, shall be entitled to 
enforce this Deed of Trust and any other security now or here-
after held by Beneficiary or Trustee in such order and manner as 
they or either of them may in their absolute discretion deter-
mine. No remedy herein conferred upon or reserved to Trustee or 
Beneficiary is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy 
herein or by law provided or permitted, but each shall be cumula-
tive and shall be in addition to every other remedy given here-
under or now or hereafter existing at law or in equity or by 
statute. Every power or remedy given by any of the Loan Instru-
ments to Trustee or Beneficiary or to which either of them may be 
otherwise entitled, may be exercised, concurrently or indepen-
dently, from time to time and as often may be deemed expedient by 
Trustee or Beneficiary, and either of them may pursue inconsis-
tent remedies. 
4.06 Request for Notice. Trustor hereby requests a copy 
of any notice of default and that any notice of sale hereunder be 
mailed to it at the address set forth in the first paragraph of 
this Deed of Trust. 
ARTICLE V 
MISCELLANEOUS 
5.01 Governing Law. This Deed of Trust shall be governed 
by the laws of the State of Utah. In the event that any provi-
sion or clause of any of the Loan Instruments conflicts with 
applicable laws, such conflicts shall not affect other provisions 
of such Loan Instruments which can be given effect without the 
conflicting provision, and to this end the provisions of the Loan 
Instruments are declared to be severable. This instrument cannot 
be waived, changed, discharged or terminated orally, but only by 
an instrument in writing signed by the party against whom 
enforcement of any waiver, change, discharge or termination is 
sought. 
5.02 Trustor Waiver of Rights. Trustor waives (i) the 
benefit of all laws that may hereafter be enacted providing for 
any appraisement before sale of any portion of the Trust Estate, 
and (ii) the benefit of all laws that may be hereafter enacted in 
any way extending the time for the enforcement of the collection 
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of the Note or the debt evidenced thereby or creating or extend-
ing a period of redemption from any sale made in collecting said 
debt. Trustor expressly waives and relinquishes any and all 
rights and remedies which Trustor may have or be able to assert 
by reason of the laws of the State of Utah pertaining to the 
rights and remedies of sureties. 
5.03 Limitation of Interest. It is the intent of Trustor 
and Beneficiary in the execution of this Deed of Trust and the 
Note and all other instruments securing the Note to contract in 
strict compliance with the usury laws of the State of Utah 
governing the loan evidenced by the Note, In furtherance 
thereof, Beneficiary and Trustor stipulate and agree that none of 
the terms and provisions contained in the Loan Instruments shall 
ever be construed to create a contract for the use, forebearance 
or detention of money requiring payment of interest at a rate in 
excess of the maximum interest rate permitted to be charged by 
the laws of the State of Utah governing the loan evidenced by the 
Note, and hereby reaffirm the language in the Note dealing with 
interest rate limitations. 
5.04 Statements by Trustor. Trustor, within ten (10) days 
after being given notice by mail, will furnish to Beneficiary a 
written statement, in the form supplied by Beneficiary, stating 
the unpaid principal of and interest on the Note and any other 
amounts secured by this Deed of Trust (the form of statement 
supplied by Beneficiary shall include the figures for these 
amounts according to Beneficiary's records) and stating whether 
any offset or defense exists against such principal and interest. 
5.05 Reconveyance by Trustee. Upon written request of 
Beneficiary stating that all sums secured hereby have been paid, 
and upon surrender of this Deed of Trust and the Note to Trustee 
for cancellation and retention and upon payment by Trustor of 
Trustee's fees, Trustee shall reconvey to Trustor, or the person 
or persons legally entitled thereto, without warranty, any por-
tion of the Trust Estate then held hereunder. The recitals in 
such reconveyance of any matters or facts shall be conclusive 
proof of the truthfulness thereof. The grantee in any reconvey-
ance may be described as "the person or persons legally entitled 
thereto.11 
5.06 Notices. Whenever Beneficiary, Trustor or Trustee 
shall desire to give or serve any notice, demand, request or 
other communication with respect to this Deed of Trust, each such 
notice, demand, request or other communication, shall be in 
writing and shall be effective only if the same is delivered by 
personal service or mailed by certified or registered mail, post-
age prepaid, return receipt requested, addressed to the address 
set forth at the beginning of this Deed of Trust. Any party may 
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at any time change its address for such notices by delivering or 
mailing to the other parties hereto as aforesaid, a notice of 
such change. 
5.07 Acceptance by Trustee. Trustee accepts this Trust 
when this Deed of Trust, duly executed and acknowledged, is made 
a public record as provided by law. 
5.08 Captions. The captions or headings at the beginning 
of each Section hereof are for the convenience of the parties and 
are not a part of this Deed of Trust. 
5.09 Invalidity of Certain Provisions. If the lien of 
this Deed of Trust is invalid or unenforceable as to any part of 
the debt, or if the lien is invalid or unenforceable as to any 
part of the Trust Estate, the unsecured or partially secured por-
tion of the debt shall be completely paid prior to the payment of 
the remaining and secured or partially secured portion of the 
debt, and all payments made on the debt, whether voluntary or 
under foreclosure or other enforcement action or procedure, shall 
be considered to have been first paid on and applied to the full 
payment of that portion of the debt which is not secured or fully 
secured by the lien of this Deed of Trust. 
5.10 Subrogation. To the extent that proceeds of the Note 
or advances under this Deed of Trust are used to pay any out-
standing lien, charge or prior encumbrance against the Trust 
Estate, such proceeds or advances have been or will be advanced 
by Beneficiary at Trustor's request and Beneficiary shall be sub-
rogated to any and all rights and liens held by any owner or 
holder of such outstanding liens, charges and prior encumbrances, 
irrespective of whether said liens, charges or encumbrances are 
released. 
5.11 [Intentionally omitted] 
5.12 No Merger. If the Trust Estate is under any lease or 
any portion thereof which constitutes a part of the Trust Estate 
shall at any time become vested in one owner, this Deed of Trust 
and the Lien created hereby shall not be destroyed or terminated 
by application of the doctrine of merger and, in such event, Ben-
eficiary shall continue to have and enjoy all of the rights and 
privileges of Beneficiary as to the separate estates. In addi-
tion, upon the foreclosure of the lien created by this Deed of 
Trust on the Trust Estate pursuant to the provisions hereof, any 
leases or subleases then existing and created by Trustor shall 
not be destroyed or terminated by application of the law of 
merger or as a matter of law or as a result of such foreclosure 
unless Beneficiary or any purchaser at any such foreclosure sale 
shall so elect. No act by or on behalf of Beneficiary or any 
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such purchaser shall constitute a termination of any lease or 
sublease unless Beneficiary or such purchaser shall give written 
notice thereof to such tenant or subtenant. 
5.13 Non-Waiver. The acceptance by Beneficiary of any sum 
after the same is due shall not constitute a waiver of the right 
either to require prompt payment, when due, of all other sums 
hereby secured or to declare a default as herein provided. The 
acceptance by Beneficiary of any sum in an amount less than the 
sum then due shall be deemed an acceptance on account only and 
upon condition that it shall not constitute a waiver of the obli-
gation of Trustor to pay the entire sum then due, and Trustor's 
failure to pay said entire sum then due shall be and continue to 
be a default notwithstanding such acceptance of such amount on 
account, as aforesaid, and Beneficiary or Trustee shall be at all 
times thereafter and until the entire sum then due shall have 
been paid, and notwithstanding the acceptance by Beneficiary 
thereafter of further sums of account, or otherwise, entitled to 
exercise all rights in this instrument conferred upon them, or 
either of them, upon the occurrence of a default, and the right 
to proceed with foreclosure under any notice of default, shall in 
no way be impaired, whether any of such amounts are received 
prior to or subsequent to such notice. Consent by Beneficiary 
to any transaction or action of Trustor which is subject to con-
sent or approval of Beneficiary hereunder shall not be deemed a 
waiver of the right to require such consent or approval to future 
or successive transactions or actions. 
ARTICLE VI 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
6.01 If the Trustor shall sell, convey or alienate the 
Trust Estate, or any part thereof, or any interest therein, or 
shall be divested of Trustor's title to the Trust Estate or any 
interest therein in any manner or way, whether voluntarily or 
involuntarily, or if the composition of the Trustor general part-
nership or of Westam Properties shall be altered, or if a further 
lien, charge, or encumbrance is placed upon the Trust Estate or 
any interest therein, 'or if Trustor agrees to do any of the 
foregoing, without the prior written consent of Beneficiary, 
Beneficiary shall have the right to declare any indebtedness or 
obligations secured hereby, irrespective of the maturity date 
specified in the Note evidencing the same, immediately due and 
payable. 
The foregoing option may be exercised at any time after the 
occurrence of any such event and the acceptance of one or more 
payments from any person or entity thereafter shall not consti-
tute a waiver of Beneficiary's option. Beneficiary's approval of 
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any sale, transfer, encumbrance or other transaction referred to 
in this Section 6-01 or failure to exercise said option with 
respect thereto shall not be construed as a waiver of the provi-
sions hereof with regard to any subsequent transaction. 
Beneficiary will not unreasonably withheld its consent to any 
of the matters referred to in this Section 6.01, provided, 
however, that Beneficiary: 
(a) May consider the factors normally used in the 
process of determining whether or not to loan funds; 
(b) May specifically evaluate the financial responsi-
bility and real estate operations experience of any potential 
transferee; and 
(c) May, as a condition to the granting of such con-
sent, require the payment by Trustor of a fee in the amount of 
one percent (1%) of the unpaid principal balance of the indebted-
ness secured hereby as of the date of the sale, transfer, encum-
brance or other transaction described in this Section 6.01. 
In connection with any of the foregoing matters to which Ben-
eficiary consents, and in addition to the above-described fee, 
Trustor further agrees to pay to Beneficiary a reasonable sum as 
reimbursement for Beneficiary's expenses, including reasonable 
attorneys fees, incurred in reviewing and evaluating the proposed 
transaction. 
The above notwithstanding, Beneficiary shall not have the 
right to require the fee referred to in subparagraph (c) above as 
a condition to its consent to a transfer of partnership interests 
in Trustor provided that: (i) following the transfer, Westam 
Properties remains a general partner of Trustor; and (ii) the 
transfer, when combined with all prior transfers of general part-
nership interests in Trustor, does not result in more than forty 
percent (40%) of the general partner interests in Trustor being 
owned by parties other than Westam Properties, W. Claude Smith, 
Francis H. Suitter, James R. Dickson, or Sam D. Battistone; or to 
require the payment of said fee as a condition to its consent to 
a transfer of partnership interests in Westam Properties provided 
that following the transfer, Merrill Turnbow remains a general 
partner. 
6.02 Partnership Existence. Beneficiary is making this 
loan in reliance on the continued existence of the Trustor 
General Partnership and its general partner Westam Properties# 
and upon the business and financial reputation of W. Claude 
Smith, Francis H. Suitter, James R. Dickson, Jr. and Sam D. 
Battistone, general partners of Trustor, and Merrill Turnbow, 
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general partner of Westam Properties. Therefore, the general 
partners of Trustor and Westam Properties agree that they will 
take no action to dissolve Trustor or Westam Properties and will 
do all things in their power to prevent the dissolution and wind-
ing up of Trustor or Westam Properties, notwithstanding the death 
of any general partner thereof. They further agree that without 
the prior written consent of Beneficiary, none of the parties 
whose names are listed above will withdraw or be removed as a 
general partner of Trustor or Westam Properties, whichever is 
applicable. 
The withdrawal or expulsion of a general partner of Trustor 
or Westam Properties shall not in any way affect the liability of 
the withdrawing or expelled general partner hereunder or on the 
Note. 
6.03 Prepayment Provisions. If at any time after default 
and acceleration of the indebtedness secured hereby there shall 
be a tender of payment of the amount necessary to satisfy such 
indebtedness by or on behalf of the Trustor, its successors or 
assigns, the same shall be deemed to be a voluntary prepayment 
such that the sum required to satisfy such indebtedness in full 
shall include, to the extent permitted by law, the additional 
payment required under the prepayment privilege as stated in the 
Note. 
6.04 Prior Encumbrances. Trustor warrants and represents 
to Beneficiary that the Trust Estate is free and clear of all 
liens, charges, and other encumbrances except those, if any, 
noted on Exhibit B attached hereto and by this reference incor-
porated herein, the equipment lease described on Exhibit C, and 
the personal property security interest in favor of American 
Savings and Loan Association referred to in Section 3.02(a). 
.• 
6.05 Application of Insurance and Condemnation Proceeds. 
(a) Beneficiary may deduct and retain from hazard 
insurance proceeds received pursuant to Section 1.05(a) and 
condemnation proceeds received pursuant to Section 1.14 
(collectively, "Proceeds") all reasonable costs and expenses, 
including attorneys1 fees, incurred by Beneficiary or Trustee in 
connection with the insurance settlement, condemnation proceed-
ing, transfer in lieu of condemnation, or other event giving rise 
to the payment of Proceeds, and may release, pay or apply the 
balance of such Proceeds, in such order and proportion as deter-
mined by Beneficiary in its absolute discretion and without 
regard to the adequacy of its security: (i) to Trustor; or 
(ii) on the cost of restoration, repair or alteration of any or 
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all of the Trust Estate to Beneficiary's satisfaction; or 
(iii) on the account of any item of indebtedness or obligation 
hereby secured. 
Nothwithstanding the above, Beneficiary agrees, upon the 
request of Trustor to make available for application toward the 
cost of restoration, repair or alteration so much of the Proceeds 
as may be required to restore the Trust Estate to as close to the 
same condition as existed immediately prior to the event, giving 
rise to the payment of Proceeds (the "Triggering Event") as 
circumstances permit, provided that; 
(1) Trustor was not in default hereunder at the 
time of the Triggering Event, unless the applicable grace perioa, 
if any, specified in the Note for the curing of such default has 
not yet expired; 
(2) Trustor has, within sixty (60) days of the 
Triggering Event supplied Beneficiary with plans and specifi-
cations for the proposed restoration, repair or alteration (the 
"Plans"), such Plans to be in form and substance satisfactory to 
Beneficiary in its reasonable discretion and prepared by a 
licensed architect acceptable to Beneficiary in its reasonable 
discretion; 
(3) Trustor has provided Beneficiary with a cer-
tificate of the architect preparing the Plans or the contractor 
hired to perform the repairs to the effect that the restoration 
or repair will be completed within one hundred eighty (180) days 
of the Triggering Event, but in no event later than the date upon 
which the indebtedness secured hereby would otherwise become due 
and payable in full; 
(4) If an appraisal is reasonably required given 
the scope and nature of the work, Trustor has furnished Bene-
ficiary within sixty (60) days of the Triggering Event an MAI 
appraisal in form and substance satisfactory to Beneficiary in 
its reasonable discretion, prepared by an MAI appraiser accept-
able to Beneficiary in its reasonable discretion, indicating that 
the Trust Estate will have a fair market value following comple-
tion of the restoration, repair or alteration in accordance with 
the Plans equal to or greater than the value shown on the 
appraisals previously furnished Beneficiary in connection with 
the initial making of the loan secured hereby; 
(5) If the available Proceeds will not be suffi-
cient, in Beneficiary's reasonable discretion, to assure the 
lien-free completion of the repair or restoration in accordance 
with the Plans, Trustor has, within seventy-five (75) days of the 
Triggering Event, either: (i) deposited the balance of the 
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required funds with Beneficiary; or (ii) provided Beneficiary 
with assurances reasonably acceptable to Beneficiary that the 
required funds will be made available as needed; 
(6) Trustor and the tenants under leases of 'space 
in the improvements which are a part of the Trust Estate which, 
in the aggregate, will generate sufficient net income during the 
twelve (12) month period immediately following the date referred 
to in the last sentence of this paragraph to provide Trustor a 
"debt service coverage ratio" (as hereafter defined) of at least 
1.15 to 1 have assured Beneficiary in writing within thirty (30) 
days of the Triggering Event that they will take no action to 
terminate said leases on account of the Triggering Event and that 
notwithstanding the occurrence of the Triggering Event, said 
leases will remain in full force and effect without modification 
or change other than modifications to the description of the 
leased premises necessitated by the restoration, repair or 
alteration and abatements of rent to which the tenant may be 
entitled while the work is being completed. Further, that 
Trustor and said tenants have, within thirty (30) days of the 
Triggering Event, provided assurances acceptable to Beneficiary 
that adequate funds are available to replace all items of tenant 
improvement work which the landlord is not obligated to furnish 
and the leased premises readied for operation by the date which 
is one hundred eighty (180) days from the date of the Triggering 
Event. 
As used herein, "debt service coverage ratio" shall mean the 
ratio that the net income which will be received from the Trust 
Estate during the period in question bears to the sum of all 
payments of principal or interest which must be made during the 
same period under the Note, this Deed of Trust, the other Loan 
Instruments, and all other obligations secured by the Trust 
Estate or its revenues. In determining the anticipated debt 
service coverage ratio, "net income" shall be the cash revenues 
reasonably anticipated to be received from the Trust Estate, plus 
any interest earned on reserve accounts funded from such reve-
nues, less reasonably anticipated costs or capital expenditures 
incurred in connection with the operations of the Trust Estate 
(other than payments of principal or interest required to be made 
under the Note, this Deed of Trust, the other Loan Instruments, 
and all other obligations secured by the Trust Estate or its 
revenues) including, without limitation: (i) real property 
taxes; (ii) utility charges not paid by tenants; (iii) premiums 
on insurance policies; (iv) maintenance and cleaning expenses; 
(v) payments to reserve accounts to fund the payment of taxes or 
insurance premiums, or to fund the cost of anticipated repairs or 
replacements; and (vi) legal and accounting fees directly atrib-
utable to the operations of the Trust Estate. 
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For purposes of this subsection (a) and of subsection (b) 
below, the date of the Triggering Event shall be deemed to be: 
(i) the date of the casualty giving rise to payment of insurance 
proceeds; or (ii) the earlier of the date upon which the con-
demning or appropriating authority takes possession of all'or any 
portion of the Property, or the date upon which Trustor or any 
tenant or subtenant of Trustor is required by the condemning or 
appropriating authority to commence vacating the Trust Estate or 
any portion thereof, whichever is applicable; and 
(b) Proceeds and funds deposited by Trustor toward 
the cost of restoration, repair or alteration of the Trust Estate 
(collectively, "Funds") shall be subject to the sole control of 
Beneficiary and shall be disbursed to Trustor (or, at the option 
of Beneficiary, directly to those performing the work) under such 
disbursement procedures as may be prescribed by Beneficiary to 
insure the full, prompt and lien-free completion of such restora-
tion, repair or alteration. If at any time it reasonably appears 
that the remaining Funds not yet disbursed would not be suffi-
cient to complete the restoration, repair or alteration free of 
all liens, encumbrances and charges, then, at Beneficiary's 
request, Trustor shall deposit with Beneficiary sufficient addi-
tional Funds to insure completion (the "excess costs"). Until 
Beneficiary is satisfied that Trustor will supply the Funds need-
ed to pay such excess costs, Beneficiary shall not be required to 
make any further disbursements hereunder, and in the event that 
such excess costs are not deposited with Beneficiary (or arrange-
ments made to Beneficiary's satisfaction to insure that funds 
will be available when needed to pay such excess costs) within 
ten (10) days of request therefor, Beneficiary shall be relieved 
of its obligations hereunder. If requested to do so by Benefi-
ciary, Trustor agrees to execute a separate agreement, in form 
and substance satisfactory to Beneficiary in its reasonable dis-
cretion, which agreement shall set forth in detail the require-
ments for completion of the restoration, repair or alteration to 
Beneficiary's satisfaction and the conditions under which Funds 
will be disbursed by Beneficiary to pay the cost thereof. 
Beneficiary shall not be required to make disbursements of 
Funds at any time when Trustor is in default hereunder, or an 
event has occurred that would with the passage of time, the giving 
of notice, or the expiration of a period of grace constitute such 
a default. In the event of a default hereunder which is not cured 
by Trustor within the applicable grace period, if any, specified 
in the Note, Beneficiary may, at its sole option, apply the bal-
ance of the Funds then held by Beneficiary toward reduction of 
any item of indebtedness or obligation hereby secured. 
Any Proceeds released to Trustor or paid or applied on the 
cost of restoration or repair shall in no event be deemed a pay-
ment on the indebtedness hereby secured. No Funds at any time 
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held by Beneficiary hereunder shall be deemed to be held in trust, 
and Beneficiary may commingle such Funds with its general assets. 
Funds held by Beneficiary pursuant to this Section 6.05 
shall be invested in interest-bearing deposits acceptable to 
Beneficiary in its reasonable discretion, and the interest 
thereon shall be used, held, paid or applied by Beneficiary as 
provided in this Section 6.05. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Trustor has executed this Deed of Trust 
as of the day and year first above written. 
TRUSTOR: FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, a 
Utah General Partnership, by all its 
general partners: 
/(' / / * / / * * • 
W. Claude Smith 
James R. Dickson, Jr. 
Sam D. Battistone 
Z£&/£W(2/'&£-y. 
<ZS 
WESTAM PROPERTIES, a Utah General 
Partnership, by all its general 
partners: 
V i m ; \T~]'UASJ&J-
Merrill Turnbow 
— \ 
K 
Kurt Larsen 
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STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on this 29thday of August 
1984, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the 
state of Utah , duly commissioned and sworn, 
personally appeared W. CLAUDE SMITH, to me known to be a general 
partner of FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, the general partner-
ship that executed the within and foregoing instrument, and 
acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary act 
and deed of said general partnership for the uses and purposes 
therein mentioned, and on oath stated that he was authorized to 
execute said instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written. 
Notary public in and zor the state of 
Commission Expires: Utah residing at Salt Lake County 
2-14-87 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on this 29thday of August 
1984, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the 
state of Utah / duly commissioned and sworn, 
personally appeared FRANCIS H. SUITTER, to me known to be a% 
general partner of FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, the general 
partnership that executed the within and foregoing instrument, 
and acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary 
act and deed of said general partnership for the uses and pur-
poses therein mentioned, and on oath stated that he was autho-
rized to execute said instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written.^ ^ 
Notary public in and^fof the state of 
Commission Expires: Utah / residing at Salt T.flkft County 
2-14-87 
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STATE OF PTAH ) 
COUNTY OFsAI/rLAKE^ ) 
) ss. 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on this _22ttriay of August 
1984, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the 
state of Utah , duly commissioned and sworn, 
personally appeared JAMES R. DICKSON, JR,, to me known to be a 
general partner of FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, the general 
partnership that executed the within and foregoing instrument, 
and acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary 
act and deed of said general partnership for the uses and pur-
poses therein mentioned, and on oath stated that he was autho-
rized to execute said instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written. 
i*&<L<L4~J^7\
 tL 
Commission Expires: 
2-14-87 
STATE OF UTAH 
Notary public in and for the state of 
Htah s residing at Salt Lake County 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
) 
) ss. 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on this 29th3ay of Auaust 
1984, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the 
state of Utah * duly commissioned and sworn, 
personally appeared SAM D. BATTISTONE, to me known to be a •* 
general partner of FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, the general 
partnership that executed the within and foregoing instrument, 
and acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary 
act and deed of said general partnership for the uses and pur-
poses therein mentioned, and on oath stated that he was autho-
rized to execute said instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written. 
A ft.*
 LILJ- &*J^ 
Commission Expires: 
2-14-87 
Notary public in and\for the state of 
Utah residing at Salt Lake County 
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STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss, 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on this 22£hday of August 
1984, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the 
state of Utah , duly commissioned and sworn, 
personally appeared MERRIL TURNBOW, to me known to be a general 
partner of WESTAM PROPERTIES, INC., the general partnership that 
executed the within and foregoing instrument as a general partner 
of FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, a general partnership, and 
acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary act 
and deed of said general partnerships for the uses and purposes 
therein mentioned, and on oath stated that he was authorized to 
execute said instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written. 
/ 
\ 
fly/ 'st^TJ ir 1 / IcJfyu*-* 
Notary public in and^for the state of 
Commission Expires: _Ii£aii__' residing at Salt Lake County 
2-14-87 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on this 22£hday of August # 
1984, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the 
state of Utah / duly commissioned and sworn, 
personally appeared KURT LARSEN, to me known to be a general 
partner of WESTAM PROPERTIES, INC., the general partnership that 
executed the within and foregoing instrument as a general partner 
of FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, a general partnership, and 
acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary act 
and deed of said general partnerships for the uses and purposes 
therein mentioned, and on oath stated that he was authorized to 
execute said instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written. 
I) (ou*.4.<vf V \ ,fr\V/9v>-A 
Notary public in and^or the state of 
Commission Expires: Utah residing at Salt Lake County 
2-14-87 
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STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on this 29th day of August 
1984, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the 
state of Utah , duly commissioned and sworn, 
personally appeared GLEN POWELL, to me known to be a general 
partner of WESTAM PROPERTIES, INC., the general partnership that 
executed the within and foregoing instrument as a general partner 
of FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE COMPANY, a general partnership, and 
acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary act 
and deed of said general partnerships for the uses and purposes 
therein mentioned, and on oath stated that he was authorized to 
execute said instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written.~ 
Notary public in and for the state of 
Commission Exoires: _JLLtah__* residing at Salt Lake Count 
2-14-87* 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on this 29th day of August , 
1984, before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the 
state of utah $ duly commissioned and sworn, personally 
appeared Bay w. Stoddarfl . and Janice J. Bird _ , 
to me known to be the vice President and Mortgage Loan Officer 
respectively, of FIRST SECURITY REALTY SERVICES, INC., the corpo-
ration that executed the within and foregoing instrument, and 
acknowledged the said instrument to be the free and voluntary act 
and deed of said corporation for the uses and purposes therein 
mentioned, and on oath stated that they were authorized to exe-
cute said instrument, and that the seal affixed is the corporate 
seal of said corporation. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above writtei 
:y public in B.n& for ftv-Notar the state of 
Utah , residing at Salt Lake County 
2037B 
Commission Expires: 2-14-87 
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EXHIBIT MAM 
The following described property located in the County of Salt 
Lake, State of Utah, and described as follows: 
BEGINNING at the Northwest corner of Lot 5, Block 59, Plat "A", 
Salt Lake City Survey and running thence North 89°58,19" East 
along the North line of Lot 5, 111.330 feet, more or less, to 
the West wall line of the Patrick Dry Goods Building, said West 
wall line also being more or less the East wall line of the 
Smith-Bailey Drug Company Building; thence, more or less, along 
said West wall line the following three courses: South 0°00,44" 
East 3.200 feet? South 89°59,17" West 0.589 feet; South 0°00'44" 
East 203.115 feet; thence North 89°58,32w East 146.465 feet; 
thence South 0°02f07" East 90.783 feet to the North line of 
Pierpont Avenue; thence South 89°58,37w West along said North 
line 257.088 feet to the West line of Lot 4; thence North O ^ ^ l -
West along said West line of Lot 4 and 5, 297.084 feet, more or 
less, to the point of beginning. 
EXHIBIT "B" 
1) Taxes for the year 1984, now a lien, not yet due or payable. Tazea for the year 
1983 have been paid. (Serial No's 01A0133, 01A0134 and 01A0136). 
A Special Assessment levied by Salt Lake City for Street Lighting, Extension No. 
50-A in the original amount of $5,492.81; payable in five equal annual 
installmenta of $1,098.56 each; balance of principal: $4,394.25. 
An easement agreement, executed October 31, 1979, by and between THE DRUG COMPANY, 
a Utah General Partnership, and DOOLY CORPORATION, a Nevada Corporation, and 
recorded October 31, 1979 %% Entry No. 3358497 in Book 4976 at Page 674 of the 
Official Records. 
Said Agreement specifically defines the location of the following easementa and 
vay: 
1. The easement and right away for vehicular traffic ahall now and foreverafter 
be known to be located over the following described property: A 12.0 foot 
right-of-way easement 6.0 feet on each side of below described centerline: 
Beginning at a point on the East line of the Smith-Bailey Drug Company Building 
property which point is North 89#58,19ff East, 110.740 feet and South 0*00'44" 
East, 174.315 feet from the Northwest corner of Lot 5, Block 59, Plat "A", Salt 
Lake City Survey and running thence South 89#58I32M West 110.651 feet to the West 
line of said property which point is South 0*02931" East, 174.308 feet from the 
Northwest corner of Lot 5. 
2. The easement and right of way described in that certsin easement dated 
February 10, 1978 and recorded February 10, 1978 aa document no. 3063876 in Book 
4623, Page 1068 shall hereafter be known to effect the following described 
property: 
Beginning at the Southeast corner of the Smith-Bailey Drug Company Building which 
point is North 89*58,19w East, 110.74 feet and South 0#00,44M East, 126.22 feet 
from the Northwest corner of Lot 5, Block 59, Plat "A", Salt Lake City Survey; and 
running thence South 0*00'44" East, 12.0 feet; thence South 89#58f19,f West, 45.0 
feet; thence North 0#00,44ff West, 12.0 feet; thence North 89#58,19" East, 45.0 
feet to the point of beginning. 
A Financing Statement by and between AMERICAN SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOC, as Secured 
Party and FIRST AMERICAN COMMERCE CO., a Utah Partnership as Debtor, recorded June 
28, 1984 as Entry No. 3961057 in Book 5568 at Page 2755 of the Official Recorda. 
A Financing Statement by and between AMERICAN SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOC. M§ Secured 
Party and C 4 C MANAGEMENT as Debtor, recorded July 21, 1983 as Entry No. 3821263 
in Book 5476 at Page 1975 of the Official Records. 
EXHIBIT C 
Equipment lease dated May 24, 1984 between Trustor as lessor 
and Snow West Corporation as lessee. Said equipment lease covers 
the items of personal property described on Exhibit C-1 attached 
hereto and by this reference incorporated herein. 
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EXHIBIT C-1 
[Insert Personal Property description from Equipment Lease] 
2046B 
Bar Stools 
Televieen* 
Plants 
Tables 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
idTcaai 
27 
2 
74 
6 
18 
8 
5 
1 
19 
U 
5 
(round) 
(4 top-club) 
(2 top-club) 
(booth-club) 
(boaedxoca table-club) 
(4 top-res t . ) 
(2 top-res t . ) 
(booth-rest.) 
BAR 
double door reachin - glass doors, 
7 function beverage gun 
ice bay 
hand sinks 
La Ciaball Expresso machine 
Victory double reachin 
double fryer 
triple door cold top reachin 
sharp microwave 
salimander 
€ top oven stove 
double convexion oven 
double broiler 
double door cold top reachin 
triple drawer warmer 
quad (4) cold drawers 
altosham storage unit 
dishwasher [leased] 
triple stainless sinks 
wood top, table 
2 drawer prep table 
R2 Bobocoupe 
bobart slicer 
hobart mixer 
5 stainless shelving 
glass front convexion oven 
salamander 
electric double fryer 
charcoal broiler 
dry vaccunis 
wet/dry vaccum 
stainless carts 
4 blenders 
3 guns 
2 coffee warmers 
30 p la s t i c ju ice containers 
6 metal blender cups 
3 salt holders 
4 bar spoons 
1 manual can opener 
1 cork screw 
2 strainers 
11 plastic juice container tops 
13 fruit holder cups 
2 fruit trays 
4 blender blades 
PATIO BAR 
2 guns 
2 s a l t holders 
2 frui t trays 
EXHIBIT WA" 
Combination Refrlg-Free-er# Victory RFA-2D-S3 
Bood S.S. M Approx. 23 f -0 # w/air return s l o t and g r i l l s w / l i t e s and f i l t s r s 
Broiler U.S. Range, Model C-HDSA48il with stand 
Salamander 
Bangs with oven« top open burners U.S. Range Black 
U.S. Black Bangs with oven hot top 
Fry Kettle Pltco Model US with b u i l t - i n f i l t e r system in aatching cabinet 
Convection Stealer Steaacraft XX Ti l t ing Kettle 20 Qt. Groen both se l f contained 
with stand 
Convection Oven 2 deck South Bend Model V20 Black 
Epco Proffer BCA 628 18 Aluminum 
Main Serving Counter to include 1 shelf over sink units (not refrigerator units). 
XRcludes heated plate cabinet 
Refrigerator table with reoote refrigerator 
Bot Food unit, with 3 12* x 20* units. Set a Serve WHO 
Food Warser 3 drawer toastmaster 3C80A 
Befrigerator table with refrigeration and with 4 drawers 
Befrigerator with refrigeration 
Microwave Oven, Sharp, Kodel F2250 
Boll Warmer Model 3B20A 
Soup Unit Wells 
Band Sink S.S. with faucet 
Soi l and clean dishtable 16 gage S.S. 14 
Disposer 1*1/2 H.P. with controls Xnsinkerator 
Pan Rack Metro 24* x 48 - 4" high 
Pot sink 3 cccnpartaent with 2 drainboards W.S.F. with fauc-*- * ".S.F. 17292D24 
Work Table with rack over and 3 bins under 
Mixer 0*300 Hobard with standard equipment 
S l i cer Hobard 1612 with portable stand 
Work table 24* x 60* with p las t ic top 
Sink 2 compartaent with corner wastes with guards and faucet 
Dunage Rack Metro 
Walk-in Box no floor and top mounted compressor 
Xce-Maker 1100 cuber/610 Bin Manitowoc 
Ice and water w/cold plate 
Electrical connector cable for Documentors 
Fabric for restaurant booths 
85 Restaurant tables 
•SO yds* carpet 
28 Booth curtains 
IS Bar stools 
222 Dining armchairs 
All silverware, china, pots, plans, glassware, kitchen accessories, bowls, 
cleaning equipment as existing at opening and as replaced throughout the term 
of this leas*. C g T * ^ ' ^ 1 * ^ — » ^ 
Exterior •Dooley's- signs 
Security Bysteai . 
Menu 1 Wins List covers 
Interior Plants 
Uniform 
Carpet Ins ta l la t ion 
SilX f lovers 
Prints and matting plus hardware and cartoning 
EFSO Expresso Machine, Brass 
Freight b i l l for chairs and s too l s 
Halo track l ight ing , ins ta l led 
Speaker g r i l l s 
70 Volt Tr4%niforwirt 
Vol ISM Controls 
Belden 5 strand wire 500 f t 
Sound System for Restaurant 
Cibb-Johnson 40 Watt Power top Kodel CPU-40 
JUCAI Auto Rev. Cass Deck Model GX-40R 
Speaker ft* fu l l range 
Speaker g r i l l s 
70 Volt Transformers 
Volume Controls 
Belden 5 strand wire 200 f t 
P-inasonic Kodel CT-5062R 25* Color Televis ion, S/W PQ1113912 PQ1113800 
Iwork for following t 
Ber 
Wine Storage Cabinets 
Drinking Stands 
Finger rood Bar 
Front Desk 
Tobacco Stand 
Registration Desk 
Section Lockers 1753893. Grey of 18 lockers each t o t a l 36 with l egs 
Candle Holders CD. 1230 
Planter Boxes 
Latt ice Work Dividers 
Documentor System (3200) 11426-152 (3322) 11427-104 3232-3F System brown 
printers and cash drawers 
Documentor System (3200) 11426-152 (3322) 11537-W4 3232 4-F System Brown 
including printers and carfi dr**mrm 
30 Chairs I545X-01 Color Brow/Trame White 
A Tables 42*-5090-01-42 
Tables 54*-5090-01-54 
J Tables 30* Cafe - 5090*03-30 
I 12546*010 Cable Assy 306/306 50' 
12546*013 Cable Assy 306/306 909 
12S4S-001 Cable Assy S9 Siu to 306 
11464*008 I/O Cable 40 FT 
11464*020 I/O Cable 100 FT 
\ 11464*010 I/O Cable 50 FT 
11427-104 3322 Remote Brn 
12764*001 Keycap option-TM 
i 12439*101 306 Tab Prt Brn RevP 
Appl-Fkg No tapes-Kybd Rec'd 
\ Bar spoons 
t Bar Strainers 
t Shaker Cups 
t Star Crovn Openers 
[ Dispenser S pt 
i Servmaster bar s e t s 
I Bar a ixr v/poly cont 
16 12$ os old fash lexing 
14,58 13 o s viva grande 
L0 16 os vino grands 
I 7.75 oz old fash lex 
L8 154 pz cooler lexing 
L Custom Walk-In Box per plan 
L C5064E Refrig BX Bar Unit 
L Under Ba- Equip Inc. 2 ea 
I Cocktail Units lea 3 Cocnp sink, 2 «a Blender Stat ions 
bo t t l e trough S Spacer 
I CT 604A Ice Maker W/C-610 Bin 
1 ^ ' T t ^ - ' r 1 ^ special jockey boxes required by Health Departa^nt 
2 118* round Umbrellas 
2 Metal Bases 
7 182* round Umbrellas 
1 US" Round Ufebrella 
• Ketal Bases 
M P W E rafrigaration systess for under-counter coolers 
^ [ ^ g a drain l ine in walk-in cooler set refrigerator package ia and s tart 
Painting - George S irs t ins Painting of Dooley'a Cardan Bar 
dos 14 Cork l ined trays, 86339 
Bdos 2} c* Oyster Cocktail 
Tray Stand Wood 
Wine Stand 820? S 
dos Tray Brovn 86334 
pkga Pour-n-store bar pack 
dos 285-50 speed pourers 
dos 263 pourer heavy chrome 
T7006 Bar Shaker 
dos 8055 Beer Georgian 
909 Lida only 
•50 king size can punch 
case KB Blander Cups 
case BB Blander 
case Bar spoons 
case Mixer Cans 
case Malt Cans 
case Bar Caddy 
case Broiler Racks 
runnel 
Trash Can 
Large Transh Cans 
• Fryer Baskets 
dos 10* skevers 
Ice Scoops 
Bar Strainers 
Can Plercets 
dos Liquor Pourers 
Bottle Opener 
dos Corks 
9 doz 8 os old fashion lexington 
3 dos 121 os old fashion Lexington 
3 dos 16 os Vino Grande 
dos 22 os Brandy Snifter Emasy 
0 Vine Buckets 8208-5 
Additioa to •ound syatea for outside pat io 
60 f la t* English ivy « G 3 S 3 S 2 S E a B l 
330 Caraniucaa and ins ta l la t ion 
2 Japan a sa Xad Laaf Kapla 
jugy^j 
»v»u^<%t^~' fc^: •t*»V^ I I M W W ! 
Service stand p las t i c laminated MB per drawing to be approved by custooer 
it 2 Tables and 6 Stools 
>t Storage Shelves Metro for walk-in BM marked on plan 
Refrigerator 2 section with s l iding g lass doors Model GDM-40 
>t Cocktail Station and S.S. Decks 
Zee-Maker 1100 Cuber with 610 Bin 
Refrigerator 4 Cu. f t . 
Service Station as per plan 
Service Station as per plan 
Service Station as per plan 
Cocktail Station 24* 
Cocktail Station 36y" 
Blender 
Class Washer, Model D.F. 
Sink 
8ml*3L*ndmz Cheese Melter O.S. Range 3*-0" 
Sta-Kot 
Fry Kettle Wells Model IF-676 
Convection Oven 3012 C 
Counter with sink 
Refrigerator Counter Stock 
Hood with extension 
Freezer Undercounter 
Self contained Perllck 32" Hi. and door back bars 
Outside Bar Station and Sink 
Rebuilt Clark NapSac Vacuus 
Casio XI BR Cash Register, S/M 2124739 
Casio FR 1010 Calculators, S/H 2236622 2236449 
Fire Extinguishers 
Sound Systea for Private Club 
Cibb-Johnson 200 Watt Pov^r Amp Model CPO-200 
AXAI Auto Rev. Cass Deck Model GX-40R 
Speaker 2-way systea 
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